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construction and interpretation ofthe St. Louis adjusted monetary base and adjusted reserves. Since 1990,

reductions in statutory reserve requirements have significantly reduced the importance ofthe requirements as a

constraint on the deposit and lending behavior ofbanks and other depository institutions. During the same

period, depositories’ interbank payments activities have come to determine most, if not all, oftheir demandfor

Federal Reserve Bank deposits. Our analysis suggests that measures ofthe monetary source base should be

broadened to include all Federal Reserve deposits held by domestic depository institutions rather thanjust those

deposits available to satis1~istatutory reserve requirements, and that adjustments for the effects ofchanges in

reserve requirements must recognize that many depositories’ behavior is not affected by suchrequirements.
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Defining the Adjusted Monetary Base in An Era ofFinancial Change*

Richard G. Anderson and Robert H. Rasche

November21, 1996

Introduction

Economists, policymakers and the public have long debated the usefulness of aggregate financial

variables as instruments and indicators ofFederal Reserve monetary policy. For more than twenty-five

years the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis’ adjusted monetary base has been one of these indicators. In

this paper, we explore how changes in the U.S. banking industry and financial markets since the

implementation of the Monetary Control Act in 1980 have affected the definition, construction and

interpretation of the adjusted monetary base,’ We propose an expanded measure of the monetary source

base and a new adjustment for the effects of changes in reserve requirements.

Central banks worldwide characterize the stance of their monetary policy in terms of a target

level for a short-term market interest rate. In the intermediate to longer-run, however, the policy goal of

price stability leads to evaluation of policy in terms of the growth of quantitative variables such as bank

reserves, the monetary base or monetary aggregates.2 History suggests that sustained inflation cannot

occur without expansion in such financial variables. In his survey of targets and instruments of monetary

policy, Friedman (1990) notes the complementary roles of interest rates and monetary aggregates,

including measures ofthe monetary base and total reserves (adjusted for changes in reserve

requirements): “Whether to key open market operations to a quantity or a price is an issue of first-order

importance in normative monetary economics, and has been so for a long time.”3 Further, Friedman

* Revised version of manuscript prepared for the symposium “The Revised St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base: New

Measures in Old Theories”, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, March 29, 1996. We thank Daniel Steiner and
Cindy Gleit for research assistance, and the staff of the Division of Monetary Affairs at the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System for providing the panel dataset used in this article
‘The period before 1980 is discussed by Tatom (1980),
2 See for example the papers in Wijnholds et. al. (1993).

Friedman (1990), p. 1 189~
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emphasizes that Poole’s basic insight -- that the central bank’s optimal policy rule involves both an

interest rate and aquantity vairable -- carries over into models with more complex aggregate demand-

aggregate supply behavior than those examined by Poole.

The first section of the paper briefly addresses the role of the monetary base, adjusted for

changes in reserve requirements, as a monetary policy indicator in dynamic stochastic models. In the

context of a monetary authority that targets a short-term interest rate according to Taylor’s Rule, the

adjusted monetary base may furnish additional, marginal information about the stance of monetary policy

when the model economy is subject to unobserved shocks. The second section of the paper argues that

current measures of the monetary base should be broadened to include all the Federal Reserve deposits

held by depository institutions. Current measures exclude the amount of Federal Reserve deposits held

to satisfy required clearing balance contracts, thereby implicitly imposing an indefensible separation

between Federal Reserve deposits used to settle interbank payments and those used to satisfy statutory

reserve requirements. The third section examines the demand for the monetary base in amoney supply

model. The model differs from earlier analyses by explicitly separating the roles of depository

institutions whose portfolio decisions are affected by statutory reserve requirements from those whose

actions are not. The fourth section assesses the importance of separating these disparate groups of

institutions by analyzing a large longitudinal database.

1. When Might the Adjusted Monetary Base Furnish an Indicator ofMonetary Policy?

The shift toward policy activism during the 1960s stimulated research on indicators of the stance

of economic policy. Regarding the indicator problem for fiscal policy, Blinder and Solow (1974) wrote:

“Since Keynes, a common ... presumption in the economics profession has held that the
government budget can influence the aggregate level of income and employment. If this is
correct, an attempt to quantify the impact seems a natural next step; that is, after classifying
policy A as “expansive” and policy B as “contractionary,” economists would like to be able to
say that policy C is “more expansive” than policy A and to give some quantitative meaning to
such a statement.
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“Noneof this necessarily argues for a single number to be used as ‘the’ measure of fiscal
influence. Whenever one attempts to reduce a multidimensional concept -- like the influence of
the government on aggregate economic activity -- to asingle dimension, index number problems
inevitably arise.

“However, the political realities of the day seem to dictate settling on a single index to measure
the overall expansionary or contractionary effect of any proposed tax and expenditure program.
If economists do not come up with one, the public or the Congress will probably invent its own,
and the choice is unlikely to be the best. Instead, then, of trying to talk the layman out of seeking
such a number, economists might do better to lead him to a “sensible” concept.”

Blinder and Solow (1974), pp. 11-12

and the indicator problem for monetary policy was summarized by Brunner and Meltzer (1969):

“The indicator problem of monetary policy is the problem of constructing a scale that is invariant
up to a monotone transformation and that provides a logical foundation for statements comparing
the thrust of policy. (italics in original)

“The indicator of monetary policy provides a scale (or ordering of policy actions) that permits
policy makers, economists, and others to compare the thrust of monetary policy on economic
activity, that is, to characterize one policy as more expansive than another or to characterize
policies as more (or less) expansive than before. Statements comparing current policies to other
policies that might have been chosen or to policies chosen at other times requires such a scale.”

Brunner and Meltzer (1969), p. 2.

Many economists have suggested that short-term market interest rates are adequate indicators of the

stance of policy when the monetary authority also is concerned about the path of the economy’s price

level,4 In these models, the price level is both influenced by monetary policy and provides important

feedback regarding how the private sector interprets the current stance of policy relative future inflation.

Yet, except for very short periods, central bank actions are but one of many factors that influence market

rates.5 A central bank that attempts to maintain for more than a briefperiod ashort-term interest rate

target below the level consistent with the equilibrium real interest rate and current inflation expectations

will find itself contributing to an acceleration of inflation by injecting large amounts of high-powered

~It is well-known that the price level is indeterminate in pure interest rate targeting models. This indeterminacy is
usually removed if central bank’s feedback rules include some weight on the price level, GDP, or another nominal
variable.
~Numerous authors have emphasized that endogenous variables may be misleading policy indicators. The issue is
not the endogeneity of the indicator variable but rather the size of the relative error that results from using one
variable versus another; see for example Brunner and Meltzer (1969) and Dewald (1969).
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money via purchases of securities. Similarly, an interest rate target set above that which is consistent

with the equilibrium real rate and current inflation expectations will force the central bank to withdraw

high-powered money from the economy at an accelerating rate, slowing at least near-term growth and

perhaps leading to deflation. We accept as axiomatic that, over the long run, the behavior of the price

level in modern monetary economies is largely determined by the size of the balance sheet of the central

bank.

The concept of the monetary base has been used by many analysts under different names.

Burgess (1936, p. 274) discussed the sum of the monetary gold stock and Federal Reserve credit as a

foundation for the money stock. Gurley and Shaw (1960) used the concept of “outside money”. Tobin

(1961) refers to “noninterest bearing government debt”, Friedman and Schwartz (1963) utilize “high

powered money” and B runner (1961) discusses the “monetary base”. Each of these concepts combines

in a single index the effects of three Federal Reserve monetary policy actions on the supply of high

powered money -- open market operations, discount window lending and unsterilized foreign exchange

market intervention. Although most of these analysts also recognized changes in reserve requirements as

an instrument of Federal Reserve monetary policy, they did not integrate this into their monetary policy

indicator.

Brunner (1961) defined the monetary base as the sum of currency in circulation outside Federal

Reserve Banks and the US Treasury, plus the deposits of member commercial banks at Federal Reserve

Banks. At the time, these items were most of the non-interest bearing monetary liabilities of the Federal

Reserve and the Treasury to the private sector of the economy.6 Brunner also defined the concept of the

extended monetary base which added to the monetary base a measure of “liberated” reserves, defined as

~Brunner’s measure of the monetary base excludes Federal Reserve deposits held by nonmember banks and by Edge

Act corporations (the latter having begun in 1959), The measures of the monetary base constructed by Friedman and
Schwartz(1963. appendix A) and Cagan (1965) include (estimates of) these deposits.
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the amount of reserves absorbed or liberatedby changes in legal reserve requirement ratios.7 So far as

we can determine, Brunner (1961) was the first published article to propose analytically combining

changes in the monetary base with changes in reserve requirements so as to form an index of quantitative

monetary policy actions.8 In the remainder of this paper, we adopt more current usage and refer to the

extended monetary base as the adjusted monetary base.9

The concept of the adjusted monetary base is important because the monetary base, not adjusted

forchanges in reserve requirement ratios, is defective as a measure of monetary policy: it omits the

iteraction between current changes in reserve requirement ratios and future changes in the level of

reservable deposits. The corresponding problem in measuring fiscal policy is well-known. In their

classic discussion, Blinder and Solow (1974) show that a simple unweighted linear combination of

different fiscal policy instruments, such as the full employment surplus, is inadequate as a fiscal policy

indicator variable because it does not appropriately capture the interaction between current changes in

tax rates andfuture changes in the level of income. As an alternative to the full employment surplus,

Blinder and Solow propose an indicator constructed as a weighted average of various fiscal policy

instruments, the weights proportional to the reduced form multipliers from the assumed model of the

macroeconomy.

Blinder and Solow’s fiscal policy indicator provides a scale, unique up to a monotone

transformation, for discussing changes in the stance of fiscal policy. It is straightforward to show, within

the context of a very general model, that the adjusted monetary base provides a monetary policy indicator

‘~The terminology of absorbtion and liberation of reserves through changes in legal reserve ratios can be found in
official Federal Reserve publications at least as early as 1954. See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System (1954), p. 51.
~The precise intellectual heritage of the extended monetary base is clouded. Many researchers before Brunner
(1961) had examined models of thesupply of money based on a money multiplier/monetary base decomposition, and
some of them had explored the effects of changes in reserve requirement ratios on the money multiplier. See for
example Tolley (1957), Meigs (1962), Dewald (1963a, b), Teigen (1964) and Benston (1969). Yet, to the best of
our knowledge, none of them proposed measuring monetary policy by combining changes in the monetary source
base with the effects of changes in statutory reserve requirements on demand for the base.
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analogous to Blinder and Solow’s fiscal policy measure. Interpreted as a policy indicator, the

construction of the adjusted monetary base proceeds exactly as Blinder and Solow (1974) construct their

fiscal policy indicator.

Consider the most commonly-used class of macroeconomic models, those in which the Federal

Reserve’s policy actions are transmitted to the economy through changes in the money stock, M. All

macroeconomic models that include checkable deposits, currency and bank reserves contain such a

money supply function, explicitly or implicitly; see Anderson and Rasche (1982).b0 Assuming for

simplicity a single type of checkable deposit and letting M~denote transaction money (currency plus

checkable deposits), the money stock in such models may be written as M1 = x MB~,where MB~is

the adjusted monetary base, m, 1+ 1s is the monetary base multiplier for M, k~is the ratio of
t + e~.+

currency to checkable deposits, r~is the legal reserve requirement ratio and e1 is the “excess reserve”

ratio.” Assuming ageneral equilbrium model, allow the variables k~and e1 to depend on all the other

economic variables of the system, including interest rates and income.’2 Suppressingtime subscripts,

totally differentiating the money supply function gives

dM—m dMB+MBdm

and omitting all terms except those in drwe have

‘~We caution the reader that Brunner used the term “adjusted monetary base” in some writings to refer to the
nonborrowed extended monetary base, equal to the extended base minus borrowings of financial institutions from the
Federal Reserve. Here, no such subtraction is made.
~ For arecent example, see Chari, Christiano andEichenbaum (1995).
~ For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume that there have been no changes in reserve requirements and
that none are anticipated such that the monetary base equals the adjusted monetary base. Excess reserves hereequal
all base money held by depository institutions minus their required reserves.
12 A liquidity effect arises in Chari, Christiano and Eichenbaum (1995), for example, because the public is unable to
rapidly adjust its holdings of currency following a helicopter drop of base money. Banks find themselves with
substantial amounts of excess reserves, and initially e increases. Subsequently, portfolio adjustments by banks and
households cause both eand k to decrease.
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(m~

~~.r+e+k)

Substituting this expression into that for dM and utilizing the definition of the monetary base as

MB (r+ e+ k)D where D is checkable deposits gives

dM =m[dMB—Ddr]+”.

The term [dMB — Ddr I is Brunner’s “extended monetary base” indicator variable, and —Ddr is the

amount ofreserves absorbed or liberated by changes in the legal reserve requirement ratio.

The extended monetary base is an indicator, or index, of the stance of monetary policy because it

provides a scale that is invariant up to a monotone transformation, where m is the factor of

proportionality, for discussing changes in the direction and thrust of monetary policy. Yet, the extended

monetary base does not necessarily provide a complete indicator for monetary policy in all economic

models. In general, the extended monetary base will capture less than the full effect of monetary policy

when FederalReserve quantitative policy actions directly affect variables other than M. Such models

include, for example, those with utility and production functions in which MB and renter as separate

arguments, rather than in the linear combination [dMB — Ddr]. One such class of models are those that

include real private net wealth as an argument in the consumption function. Consider a model in which

agents discount future tax liabilities to some extent so that interest bearing government debt does not

enter net worth dollar-for-dollar, while non-interest bearing claims on the central bank enter at face

value. In such a macroeconomy, open market operations that change the monetary base directly affect

the nominal net worth of the private sector in addition to their effect on the supply of nominal money

balances. In contrast, changes in reserve requirements affect the supply of nominal money balances but

do not affect the nominal net worth of the private sector. As a second example, the adjusted monetary

base might also fail to indicate the complete impact of monetary policy in models that contain both

money and credit markets, and which assume that intermediated credit is not a perfect substitute for non-
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intermediated credit. In such models, a change in reserve availability may affect bank lending without

necessarily causing aparallel change in the money stock, M.

In models such as these where the extended monetary base is not a complete policy indicator,

measuring the relative magnitudes of the various monetary transmission channels requires estimates of

the structure of adynamic, and perhaps stochastic, model, Because such estimates are difficult to obtain,

few (if any) exist. In the absence ofestimates to the contrary, it is our judgment that the extended

monetary base likely captures most of the longer-run impact of monetary policy on the price level.

Beyond its definition and measurement, afrequent objection to the use of the adjusted monetary

base as an indicator of monetary policy is that central banks in fact rarely use the base as a monetary

policy target.’3 In policy regimes where the central bank targets the level of a short-term interest rate, the

adjusted monetary base is jointly endogenous with real output and the price level (or the inflation rate).

The objection is faulty, at least in part, because it fails to recognize the difference between the targets of

monetary policy and indicators of the stance of policy. The adjusted monetary base arises as an indicator

variable in models of such policy regimes because it may contain marginal information regarding the

path of the economy beyond the information contained in other contemporaneously-observable

endogenous variables.’4 Such value arises if, when monetary policy pegs a nominal interest rate in the

short-run and heavily smoothes fluctuations of the nominal rate in an intermediate run, changes in the

growth rate of the adjusted monetary base provide information on unobserved movements in

contemporary or future real output and/or the price level after the economy experiences nonmonetary

exogenous shocks. Absent a structural model, the way in which such information may arise can be

illustrated with the descriptive policy rule suggested by Taylor (1993) in which there is a pegged short-

run nominal rate but the peg is adjusted over time through a feedback rule to achieve a long-run inflation

~The arguments presented throughout this section also apply to the concept of adjusted total reserves or adjusted

nonborrowed reserves.
~ Friedman (1990) labels such endogenous variables that are not policy targets as “information variables”. See also
Brunner and Meltzer (1964, 1969).
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target under an assumed equilibrium real interest rate. Below, we show that the monetary base may be of

value in predicting movements in the price level when such a model is subject to unobserved shocks.

Consider ~y macroeconomy which is characterized by ademand function for real balances:

L(i,Y,~,)

where ~, represents all disturbances to the demand for real balances other than i and Y, and we have

suppressed time subscripts. Assume that shocks to the demand for real balances are transitory, such

that E1 is stationary. Since in every time period the product of the adjusted monetary base, AMB, and its

associated multiplier, m, are identically equal to the money stock, M = m*AMB, this can be rewritten

as’5

AMB*m

Let the excess reserve ratio component, e, of the adjusted monetary base multiplier be a function of the

nominal interest rate and a stationary disturbance term 2

e=e(i,e2)

and let the currency/deposit ratio, k, of the adjusted monetary base multiplier be a function of the

nominal interest rate, real output and adisturbance term

k=k(i,Y,~3).

~ We have in mind here a narrow transaction monetary aggregate such as Ml or MzM (Ml + money market mutual

funds). For a suitably defined multiplier, a broader monetary aggregate also is acceptable.
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These general specifications of the adjusted monetary base multiplier encompass a broad range of models

of the financial sector of the macroeconomy.’6

The relationship between growth of the adjusted monetary base, the monetary base multiplier and

the price level is obtained by totally differentiating the above expression for the AMB:

dAMB dm dp (PL.”~ . dY dE,
+——----=l —i- Idi+ (L,Y)—+—

AMB m p \~.M) Y E,

where s, is normalized so that a one percent shock corresponds to a one percent change in the demand

for real balances, E (L, Y) = is the elasticity of the demand for real balances with respect to real

aL(i, Y,ç,) aL(i, Y,e,)

output, L1 = , and L1, =

Given the specification of e( ) and k( ), and letting E (x,y) continue to denote the elasticity of x

with respect to y, we also have that

dm dYI k. e.l dE2 d 3
— =E (m,k)e(k,Y)—+I E(m,k)—1-+E(1n,k)--~Idi-+- E (m,k)—+ E(m,e)—
m k ej

where ~2 and C3 are also normalized so that a one percent shock corresponds to a one percent change in

the corresponding multiplier component.

All models that contain a demand function for real money balances also contain, implicitly or

explicitly, equations similar to the above. Combining these equations, we obtain the relationship that the

difference between the growth rates of the adjusted monetary base and of the price level in this economy

depends on the (net) elasticity of the combined money demand and supply process with respect to market

interest rates and real output, the first two righthand side terms below, plus the shocks that hit the

~‘ Although our analysis is framed in terms of a money multiplier/monetary base paradigm, we have in mind a
general equilibrium framework of the type discussed by Tobin (1961) and, in several papers, by Brunner and
Meltzer: see Anderson and Rasche (1982) and Anderson. Johannes and Rasche (1983).
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economy, the third righthand side term:

IAMB dP rPL. k. el dY

AMB p[~’ ~

Idc, dc~ d*~+1—— E (m,k)—— E (m,e)—
[C, C~

This equation ties together growth of the economy’s price level and growth of the (endogenous) adjusted

monetary base, conditional on the economy having ademand function for real balances with stationary

disturbances.’7 Under an interest rate-pegging monetary policy, di = 0.

Within this framework, consider the impact effect of an exogenous shock (other than one of the

included shocks C., i= I ,...,3) with the nominal interest rate pegged by the central bank (di = 0). Under

these conditions, the relationship between movement in the adjusted monetary base and the price level is

dAMB dP dY

AMB

If C (k,Y) 0 then 0< [C (L,Y)— C (m,k) (k,Y)]. If the latter term is close to 1.0, then the

percentage response of the adjusted monetary base is a good indicator of the percentage response of

nominal income ~1+ . If the impact elasticities of the demand for real balances and the

[Y P~j

currency/deposit ratio are close to zero, then the percentage response of the adjusted monetary base is a

good indicator of the percentage response of the price level. This indicator function is obscured when

there is a large short-run variability in the composite shock

[dE, dg2 d~7
[C, C

2
C

3

7 See Hoffman and Rasche (1991), Hoffman, Rasche and Tieslau (1995) and Hoffman and Rasche (1996)
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The long-run indicator property of the adjusted monetary base under the specified feedback

policy rule may be illustrated by considering steady-state responses under the assumptions that real

output changes are equal to the growth rate of natural output, p. , the real interest rate is stationary

around a mean, ir = ir0 + C4, and actual inflation is correctly anticipated. Then

dAMB dP [ k. e.l(dP

AMB P+LIlC(m~k)k+C(m~e)j~P+dE4
+[C (L,Y)— C (m,k) (k,Y)]p.

IdC dC dC2
+j—~-— (m,k)-----~-—E(m,e)—

[C, C2 C3

or

dAMB dP

AMB =(I+p)—+{C(L,Y)—C(m,k)C(k,Y)]p.

[dC, dC2 dC2
+~——C(m,k)——C(1fl,e)—+pdC4[C, C

2

where p = L.~—C (m,k)~-+C (m,e)~-.This relationship implies that, with a stationary composite

Ic

disturbance, the average growth of the adjusted monetary base over longer periods will reflect (but not

necessarily equal) the average inflation rate. Central banks that seek to achieve price stability should

likely regard sustained near-term acc’~erationsor decelerations of the monetary base with concern.

2. Broadening the Measure ofthe Monetary Source Base

High-powered money equals the monetary liabilities of the monetary authorities (in the United

States, the Federal Reserve and the Treasury) to the rest of the economy. The monetary base includes

18 The stationarity of C, and C4 is examined in Hoffman and Rasche (1996), and ofE4 in Crowder and Hoffman

(1996).
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part, but not all, of these liabilities. 19 The sources and uses of high-powered money are shown in Table 1

for December 1995.

2.1 The Supply ofHigh-Powered Money

The largest factor supplying high-powered money is Reserve Bank credit (line I in Table I),

consisting of the assets of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks. Reserve Bank credit varies directly with the

quantity of government and other securities held by the Federal Reserve, with Federal Reserve lending to

financial institutions, and with Federal Reserve float. The aggregate supply of high-powered money also

increases with the quantity of SDR (line 2) and gold certificates (line 3) owned by the Federal Reserve,

and with the amount of US Treasury currency and coin outstanding (line 4).

2.2 The Demandfor High-Powered Money and the Monetary Base

Most of the high-powered money supplied by the Federal Reserve and the Treasury is

represented by currency in circulation and the deposits of domestic financial institutions at Federal

Reserve Banks; together, these constitute the monetary base.2°The current measure of the St. Louis

monetary base (line 6) equals the sum of currency in circulation outside the Treasury and Federal

Reserve (line 6a) plus reserve balances of depository institutions (line 6b). Reserves balances is an

accounting concept intended to measure the aggregate amount of depository institution reserves available

to support deposit expansion. Reserve balances are measured by subtracting the aggregate amount of

depocitory institutions’ required clearing balance contracts from their aggregate Federal Reserve

deposits. Uses of high-powered money other than as the monetary base (line 7) were about $25 billion in

December 1995.

~ The major uses of high-powered money excluded from the monetary base are the Federal Reserve deposits of
foreign central banks and of the U.S. Treasury. For discussion of some arguments for their inclusion and exclusion,
see Advisory Committee on Monetary Statistics (1976). The term high-powered money as used in this section is
s1i~ht1ybroader than the concept used by Friedman and Schwartz (1963).

Th,s concept also is widely referred to as simply the source base.
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The revised measure of the monetary base recognizes the similarity between the Federal Reserve

deposits classified as reserves balances (line 6b) and the Federal Reserve deposits classified as held to

satisfy required clearing balance contracts (line 7d). 21 Both categories ofdeposits are used by depository

institutions to settle interbank payments, and both types are available to satisfy legal reserve requirements

(albeit perhaps at the cost of failing to satisfy a required clearing balance contract). The revised measure

of the monetary base (line 8) equals the sum of currency in circulation (line 8a) and all the Federal

Reserve deposits held by domestic depository institutions (line 8b). Including Federal Reserve deposits

putatively held to satisfy required clearing balance contracts increases the amount of Federal Reserve

deposits including in the base by about one-fourth, and increases measured total reserves of depository

institutions by 8 percent.

The demand for the monetary base may be separated into three parts: the public’s holdings of

hand-to-hand currency and coin, depository institutions’ holdings of vault cash, and depository

institutions’ holdings of deposits at Federal Reserve Banks; the sum of the latter two items equals the

reserve component of the monetary base. Although strong foreign demand for U.S. currency has

complicated interpretation of the monetary base during the last decade, the revision discussed in this

paper changes only the reserve component of the base.

The Monetary Control Act of 1980 significantly changed the demand for Federal Reserve

deposits. Prior to the Act, almost all deposits at Federal Reserve Banks were held by member banks of

the Federal Reserve System.22 Banks used these balances both to satisfy reserve requirements and to

make payments on behalf of customers. For most member banks, the latter came “free”: the amount of

reserves that they were required to hold against deposits was more than sufficient to satisfy any demands

arising from interbank payments (perhaps with some intraday Federal Reserve overdraft credit).

Nonmember banks and thrifts, lacking access to the Federal Reserve’s books for final settlement of

21 For further discussion, see Anderson and Rasche (1996),
2z Nonmember banks also held small amounts of Federal Reserve deposits used for payments. as previously noted.
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payments, made interbank payments and settled checks through correspondent accounts at member

banks. The Act made nonmember institutions subject to Federal Reserve reserve requirements and, at the

same time, gave them direct access to the payments system through reserve balance accounts. Since

reserve requirements were phased-in for these institutions over an eight-year period, many initially (at

least) found their vault cash more than sufficient to satisfy their new Federal Reserve reserve

requirements. The Act’s changes created a large set of depository institutions with access to Federal

Reserve check clearing and other payments facilities but little experience in reserve account

management. With the relatively low level of reserve balance requirements during the during the Act’s

initial phase-in period, the possibility and frequency of overdrafts on reserve balance accounts became a

problem for some institutions.23

During the early I 980s, the Federal Reserve required some depository institutions that used

Federal Reserve payments services to maintain required clearing balances, or levels of Federal Reserve

deposits above and beyond the amounts necessary to satisfy the institutions’ statutory reserve

requirements. Based on its payments activity and past management of its Federal Reserve account, an

institution negotiated with Federal Reserve Bank staff a minimum amount of Federal Reserve deposits

that it would maintain in addition to the amount of deposits necessary to satisfy its statutory reserve

requirement. (Required clearing balance requirements must be negotiated on an individual institution

basis because the Monetary Control Actforbid the Federal Reserve from imposing a blanket

supplemental reserve requirement for payments purposes, except in times of emergency.) To offset the

cost of holding these balances and make the requirement more palatable, the Federal Reserve paid the

institutions, at(approximately) the federal funds rate, “earnings credits” that could only be used to pay

for Federal Reserve priced services such as check clearing and wire transfers of funds.

23 Some institutions, newly subject to Federal Reserve reserve requirements, held very low levels of Federal Reserve

deposits and encountered overdraft problems for two reasons. First, vault cash could be applied to satisfy reserve
requirements. Second, some institutions held relatively small amounts of transaction deposits relative to total
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During the mid-1980s, and especially following the February 1984 shift to contemporaneous

reserve accounting, an increasing number of institutions realized that they could simplify their reserve

management by voluntarily agreeing to maintain a required clearing balance. Maintaining voluntarily a

“required” clearing balance changes the expected cost to the depository of satisfying its statutory reserve

requirements because the additional Federal Reserve deposits provide an inexpensive cushion against

possible shortfalls relative to statutory reserve requirements. Deficiencies relative to the agreed upon

clearing balance impose little coston the institution while permitting it to use all its Federal Reserve

deposits to satisfy its statutory requirements; at the same time, the Federal Reserve deposits used to

satisfy the clearing balance contract accumulate earnings credits at about the federal funds rate.

The Federal Reserve deposits held to satisfy a voluntary required clearing balance contract act as

a buffer stock because, under Federal Reserve accounting rules, balances in adepository’s Federal

Reserve account are applied first to satisfy its statutory required reserves and only thereafter to satisfy the

clearing balance requirement. Hence, when an institution’s Federal Reserve deposit balance falls below

its expectation, the shortage is recorded in the Federal Reserve’s accounting system as a deficiency on a

clearing balance requirement rather than as a deficiency on a statutory reserve requirement (provided the

sum of vault cash and Federal Reserve deposits exceeds the institution’s required reserves). No penalties

are imposed for small deficiencies on voluntary clearing balance contracts, and larger shortfalls are

penalized at only a 2 or 4 percent annual interest rate.24 Deficiencies relative to required reserves are

subject to significant penalties and “administrative counseling,” while comparable deficiencies relative to

a clearing requirement are subject to minimal penalties. An institution that sometimes has been forced to

borrow at either the discount window or a penalty federal funds rate to cover reserve deficiencies may

find the required clearing balance account comforting.

deposits. and most nontransaction deposits were not subject to reserve requirements. See Federal Reserve Bulletin,
March 1981, pp. 247-49 and December 1982, p.756.
24 For discussions of the accounting rules, see Appendix 2 and Stevens (1993).
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By 1985, about 4500 institutions had clearing balance contracts, totaling about $1- 1/4 billion.

These numbers were about the same in the thirdquarter of 1990, before the December 1990 reduction in

reserve requirements on nonpersonal time deposits and certain other liabilities. Two years later, during

the third quarter of 1992, the amount of contracted required clearing balances had nearly tripled to about

$4-1/2 billion while the number of institutions increased to about 4700 (see Figure l).25 More recently,

reductions in clearing balance contracts seem to be an adjustment margin for depositories following

shifts in the stance of monetary policy: aggregate clearing balance contract amounts fell sharply

following the Committee’s decision to increase its federal funds rate target in February 1994. Finally,

the accelerating spread of OCD sweep programs since mid-1995 appears to have encouraged many

depositories to re-label their Federal Reserve deposits, previously held to satisfy statutory reserve

requirements, as clearing balances.26

2.3 Should clearing balances be included in the monetary base?

The contracted required clearing balances of depository institutions are not currently included in

the published adjusted monetary base, as shown in line 6 of Table 1,27 We include requiredclearing

balances in our revised adjusted monetary base, shown in line 8, just as we include other Federal Reserve

deposits held by domestic depository institutions at Federal Reserve Banks.

Our revised measure of the of monetary base is suggested by the definitions of Balbach and

Burger (1976):

25 The actual amount of Federal Reserve deposits used to satisfy depository’s clearing balance contracts is not

available. Thesedata are the minimal contracted amounts only.
26 In a sweep program, a depository reclassifies transactions deposits at the end of the business day as money market

deposit accounts (MMDA), the latter subject to a zero reserve requirement. By doing so, many large depository
institutions are able to satisfy their statutory required reserves with vault cash and need to hold Federal Reserve
deposits only to settle interbank debits such as check clearing and wire transfers; see Appendix 3. As of March
1996, Federal Reserve Board staffestimated that about one-sixth of the decrease in Federal Reserve deposits due to
sweep programs had been reflected in increased required clearing balances; see Kohn (1996).
27 Required clearing balances are included in the Board staffs monetary base not adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements, currently published on page 2 of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and in Table 1.20 of the Federal
Reserve Bulletin, but are excluded from the Board’s base adjusted for changes in reserve requirements and the St.
Louis monetary base.
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“... (the monetary base) can therefore be identified in any monetary system by ascertaining and
summing the following:
1. those assets which the consolidated banking sector uses to settle interbank debt; and
2. those items, aside from bank liabilities, which are used as money.”

and of the Advisory Commission on Monetary Statistics (1976, p. 8):

“With respect to monetary aggregates, one basis for defining such a total is to regard
money as corresponding to assets that are generally used to discharge obligations and
that are not the explicit liability of nongovernmental entities in the society.
Traditionally, such assets havecorresponded to specie. In the United States today they
correspond primarily to the non-interest-bearing fiat issues of the ultimate monetary
authority. The terms “high-powered money” and “monetary base” have been used to
refer-to this total. We shall refer to it as “the base.”

“For the United States today the base includes all currency outside the Federal Reserve
and the Treasury plus all bank deposits at Federal Reserve Banks.

Although broader than the old measure of the base that it replaces, the new revised measure

continues to exclude an important asset that these definitions suggest should be included: the amount of

intraday credit, in the form of Federal Reserve deposits, used for payments activity. During 1994, such

intraday deposits averaged approximately $50 billion, or nearly twice the close-of-business-day amount

of Federal Reserve deposits included in the monetary base; see Richards (1995), p. 1066. The major

barrier to inclusion of intraday deposits is the lack of timely published data: close of business deposit

levels are published weekly on the Board of Governors’s H.4. I statistical release, while intraday credit is

not published in any release.28

The argument for the inclusion of required clearing balances also rests on several observations

regarding depository institutions of Federal Reserve deposits. First, so far as we are aware, contracted

clearing balances today are a voluntary commitment to maintain a reserve balance at a Federal Reserve

Bank. Most of these balances are maintained in reserve accounts that are also used to satisfy legal

28 The revised measure of the base, like previous measures, excludes Federal Reserve deposits held by the U.S.

Treasury and by foreign central banks, included in lines 7b and 9b ofTable 1. These deposits are not used to make
interbank payments nor to discharge debts of nongovernmental units; see Advisory Committee on Monetary
Statistics (1976).
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reserve requirements against deposits, not as a separate deposit. For most institutions, the funds held to

satisfy a clearing balance contract are available to make interbank payments in the same way as other

reserve balances. An institution may change its clearing balance commitment, and its holdings of reserve

balances, appropriate to its business needs.29 This suggests that reserve balances held to satisfy a

clearing balance contract are a close substitute for other reserve balances. Second, when reserve

requirements were reduced in 1990-91, some institutions found that the level of reserve balances required

against deposits was less than the amount desired for interbank transaction activity. As a result, they

increased their contracted clearing balance, Third, contracted clearing balances are not a distinct types

of funds. Rather, the reserve balances used to satisfy clearing balance contracts are supplied by the

Federal Reserve via actions such as open market operations in the same way as other high-powered

money.

Including contracted clearing balances in the adjusted monetary base is not without objection.

Some depository institutions seem to adjust the amount ofcontracted clearing balances inversely to

changes in the federal funds rate, seeking apparently to generate only enough earnings credits to pay for

their use of Federal Reserve priced services. For these institutions, the demand for reserve balances may

be highly interest elastic and largely unrelated to either liquidity management or lending decisions. If so,

some analysts have argued that required clearing balances should be excluded from the monetary base.

The macroeconomic analysis developed above shows, however, that this argument has no

implications for definition or measurement of the adjusted monetary base. We noted in our illustration of

the adjusted monetary base as a monetary policy indicator that some components of the money

multiplier, such as k and e, are generally functions of economic variables such as interest rates and

income.30 It seems likely that inclusion of required clearing balances in the measure of the adjusted

monetary base will, in fact, increase the interest elasticity of the excess reserve ratio, e. Yet, the essential

29 However, Federal Reserve operating rules generally discourage changes more frequently than once a month, or

approximately every third or fourth maintenance period.
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point is that the role ofthe adjusted monetary base as an indicator of the stance ofmonetary policy is

independent of the size of the elasticity of multiplier components such as k and e with respect to variables

such income and interest rates.

The argument to support this conclusion is straightforward. The larger the average interest

elasticity of the excess reserve ratio e, the smaller the mean estimated size of the reduced form

multipliers for the adjusted monetary base, all else equal. In models where the adjusted monetary base

satisfies the Blinder/Solow criterion, the reduced form multipliers of the underlying macroeconomic

model for changes in both the monetary base dMB and reserve requirement ratios —Ddr are affected

proportionately by the size of the interest elasticity of the excess reserve ratio. Therefore, in such

models, the effect of changes in the interest elasticity of e are confined to the scalefactor for the

monetary policy indicator variable, The size of the interest elasticity of the excess reserve ratio is

irrelevant to the definition of the scale variable.

3. Adjustinj~the Monetary Base for Chanjj~esin Reserve Requirements

Measuring the extended monetary base requires a mechanism for mapping changes in reserve

requirements into “equivalent” changes in the quantity of base money demanded by depositories.

Combining the effects of reserve requirement changes with those from open market operations and

similar instruments is not a simple a matter. Open market operations, discount window lending and

foreign exchange market intervention all directly change the supply of Reserve Bank credit by changing

the quantity of assets (securities or loans) held by the Federal Reserve Banks. Reserve requirement

changes alter the demand for Reserve Bank credit.

The adjusted monetary base published by Andersen and Jordan (1968) included an adjustment

for “... reserves released by changes in reserve requirements”. The adjustment, constructed as suggested

by Brunner (1961), added to the monetary base at each date the cumulative dollaramount by which past

~° For empirical evidence, see Anderson and Rasche (1982) and Anderson. Johannes and Rasche(1983).
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changes in reserve requirements had changed the level of required reserves. Although each change in

reserve requirements was viewed as absorbing or liberating a certain dollar amount of required reserves,

these amounts depended only on the amount of reservable deposits on the date of the reduction: they did

not vary in later periods with changes in the levels of reservable deposits.

In 1977, Burger and Rasche (1977) showed that Brunner’s adjustment was inadequate because it

did not consider the amount by which p~reductions (increases) in reserve requirements reduced

(increased) a bank’s current required reserves. They showed that an adjustment that varies with deposit

levels is necessary for the adjusted monetary base to remove the total effect of the change in reserve

requirements from the monetary base multiplier (and no more). They proposed that the adjusted

monetary base be measured as the sum of the source base and atime-varying reserve adjustment

magnitude (RAM), a methodology that has generally been maintained in subsequent revisions of the St.

Louis adjusted monetary base. Since 1980, the adjusted base has included a modification of the Burger-

Rasche reserve adjusted magnitude due to Gilbert (1980, 1987).

The substantial changes in the structure of reserve requirements that have occurred since 1980

suggest that the methodology introduced by Burger and Rasche needs reexamination. Here, we formalize

their analysis by considering a model with two classes of institutions. Institutions in the first class

resemble the member commercial banks considered by Burger and Rasche. For these institutions, the

total quantity of required reserves generally exceeds their vault cash, and legal reserve requirements play

an important role in determining their demand for base money. Institutions in the second class find legal

reserve requirements much less influential in their portfolio allocation decisions. Often, their level of

required reserves is less than their vault cash and, hence, they are not legally required to hold any reserve

balances at Federal Reserve Banks. Their demand for reserve balances depends largely on their need to

make inter-bank payments in immediately available funds on the books of the Federal Reserve Banks,

and perhaps on Federal Reserve restrictions regarding daylight overdrafts on their reserve accounts.
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3.1 Monetary Base Multipliers before 1980

We begin with a model that reflects the institutional environmentbefore the Monetary Control

Act of 1980. Since ourpurpose is to illustrate the dependence of the RAM adjustment on the distribution

of deposits among different classes of depository institutions, we separate member and nonmemberbanks

more explicitly than previous authors.3’ We assume (1) a central bank that issues two liabilities, currency

Cu and reserve balances (deposits) RB, and (2) two types of depository institutions, indexed by

superscripts M and N (corresponding to member banks and to non member banks and thrifts,

respectively), that issue demand D = DM + DN and time T = TM + 7~,deposits. The two types of

depositories are dissimilar in four characteristics:

• type M institutions are subject to central bank reserve requirements against deposits that may be

satisfied by holding either vault cash or reserve balances at the central bank;

•government deposits are only at type M institutions;

• type N institutions hold deposits at type M institutions but not vice versa;

• type N institutions are not permitted to hold deposits at the central bank.

but similar in two others:

•both types of institutions hold vault cash to satisfy reserve requirements and/or to convert deposits into

currency on demand;

•both types of institutions issue deposits that the nonbank public regards as perfect substitutes.

We assume that transaction among banks, the government and the nonbank public are settled in

terms of currency Cu, demand deposits held by the government at type M depositories DZ, demand

~ Burger (197l)provides a similar analysis without as explicit a separation of different classes of institutions.
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deposits held by the nonbank public at type Mand N depositories, D~and D respectively, and

demand deposits held by typeN at typeM depositories, D. (Throughout, superscripts refer to the

owner of the deposit and subscripts to the issuer of the deposit.) Define D “ = + D and

DM = + + D1~,and note that D” = DM + — — D~.The Federal Reserve imposes legal

reserve requirements against demand DM and time TM deposits at rates ~ and rT, respectively, such that

the required reserves of atype M institution are RR = r°DM+ rTTM 32 These must be satisfied by

holding either vault cash or areserve balance (deposit) at the central bank.

The monetary base multiplier in this model is easily derived. Suppressing time subscripts, the

monetary base is by definition

MB=RB+Cu

=rDDM+rTTM+k D”+VCN+(VCM+RB—r’~DM--rTTM)

=[r’~dM+rtM+k+vN+eM]D

where (r’~DM+ rTTM) are the required reserves of type M institutions,

kD” is currency held by the nonbank public,

VCM and VCN are vault cash held by type M and N institutions, respectively,

RBare the reserve balance deposits held by type M institutions at the central bank,

d --~- t --~- —-~~ d VCM+RB~r’3DM~rTTMMDP~ MDP~ VN— ,an eM—

The term (VCM ±RB — r’~DM— rTTM) equals the amount of high-powered money -- vault cash plus

reserve balances -- held by type M institutions above and beyond their required reserves.

32 Historically, some nonmember banks and thrifts faced state-imposed reserve requirements that had to be satisfied

with holdings of vault cash, deposits in other banks, U.S Treasury bills or certain other liquid securities. See Gilbert
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For clarity, it may be useful to relate the reserve constructs in our model to currently published

Federal Reserve Board reserve concepts, which differ from those of the Federal Reserve Bank of St.

Louis by excluding surplus vault cash from the definition of excess reserves. For an individual

depository institution i,

• if VC~M> (r°DI,M+ rlM), then the difference (VCIM — rDDIM + rl~) is referred to as

surplus vault cash. If VC,M (r’~DjM+ r1~), then surplus vault cash is zero. In either case,

VCLM is referred to as applied vault cash.

• If VCIM > (r’3DIM + rlM) and RBIM > 0, then RBIM — RCBIM is referred to as excess

reserves, where RB~Mare the total reserve balances held by depository institution i at the Federal

Reserve and RCB~Mis the amount of its required clearing balance contract (if any). Note that

RCBIM may be zero, and RB~M— RCB~Mmay be negative. If RBIM — RCB~M= 0, then excess

reserves equals zero even though surplus vault cash is greater than zero.

• If VC,M <(r”DIM ±rT7M), then RB~M— RCBIM — (r’3Dj,M + rlM — VC,,~) is excess

reserves.

Data on total and excess reserves currently published by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System include applied vault cash and reserve balances (= Federal Reserve deposits less the nominal

amount of required clearing balance contracts) but omit surplus vault cash and an amount of Federal

Reserve deposits equal to depository institution’s required clearing balance contracts. ~ Reserve

measures currently published by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, as of March 1996, include

surplus vault cash but also subtract required clearing balance contracts.

(1978), Gambs and Rasche (1978), and Gilbert and Lovati (1978),
°See table 1.20 in the Federal Reserve Bulletin or the Board’s weekly H.3 statistical release.
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The monetary base multiplier forMl is straightforward

Mi =Cu+D1” =(1±k)D’°

(1+k) 1MB

~rDdM + rtM ±k ±VN + eM i
=m,MB

and for M2,

M2 =Cu±D”±T=(l+k±t)D’~

l+k±t TMB

~rDdM +rtM +k±vN+eM i
=m2MB

where t =(M2—M1)/ D” (TM ±TN)! D”.

The objective of the reserve adjustment to the monetary base (RAM) is to map the effects of

changes in reserve requirement ratios into an adjusted monetary base (AMB = MB + RAM) such that the

multipliers m,(r’~,rT,k,eM,t, tM,dM, vN) and m2(r’~,rT, k,eM,t,tM,dM, vN) are (approximately)

invariant to changes in the legal required reserve ratios r’~and rT. At the same time, the adjustment

should not change the response of the multipliers to other arguments in the functions that reflect the

behavior of depository institutions or the nonbank public. The adjusted monetary base and adjusted

monetary base multiplier (m,~)for Ml are defined as

Mi = m,b(MB+ RAM) = m,hAMB

where AMB is the adjusted monetary base, m,h D T + k) , andr~ and roT are the
t~dM ±r0 tM + k + VN ±e~

reserve requirement ratios on transaction and time deposits in achosen base period, respectively. The

reserve adjustment magnitude
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RAM = {(r’~— rD)d ±(rT
— rT)t}DP

maps the change in required reserves due any change in reserve requirement ratios since the specified

base period into an equivalent change in the monetary base.

The M2 multiplier for the adjusted monetary base is

M2 = in2hAMB = in
2
b (MB + RAM)

or

[l±k±t}D’~= m
2
b[ r

1
dm ±ar~Ttm+k+v~+em]D” ±m

2
b[(rO rT)d +(roT — rT)t]DP

Therefore

(l+k+t)
= ro°dm±rTt ±k±v~+ em

which is invariant to changes in the legal required reserve ratios rD and r~’

The above analysis may be extended to the case where typeM institutions (those subject to

central bank reserve requirements) issue i = (1 I) classes of transaction deposits and j = (l,...,J)

classes of time deposits, each with possibly different reserve requirement ratios. Let ~ Mi = -~t~-and

Mj = .~- be the ratios of the nonbank public’s holdings of demand and time deposits in the ith and,jth

reserve classifications, respectively, at type M depository institutions to their total holdings of demand

deposits. Then aggregate required reserves are

[~~Mi +~~J~MiJDP

and the monetary base multiplier is
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l+k
m,b= ~ J

~~T~OöMi +~~j~tMj+k+vN+eMJ

Note the presence of base period reserve ratios for each class of deposit, r~0and r~0,in the

denominator. The corresponding reserve adjustment magnitude is

~ - -

Finally, as a cavaet and extension to earlier remarks, note that the RAM adjustment does not

make ~llmoney and credit multipliers invariant with respect to changes in statutory reserve requirements.

Consider the bank credit (BC) monetary base mBc multiplier of Brunner and Meltzer (1968), defined as

BC = m8~MB.In our notation,

m (i±t)_(F;Ddm±T,Ttm±em+vn)BC rtDdm±r,Ttm+k±em±vn

(see equation A.8, p. 32, Brunner and Meltzer (1968)). Let the bank credit-adjusted monetary base

multiplier be defined as

BC = mBCbAMB = mBCh[MB±RAM].

Then:

[(I + t) — (t°d ± i~,Tt,,,±em + v~)}D’~= mfiCh[rf~ + iTt ±em + v,, ID~+ mBch[ro — ,D)d + (i~T— rT)t ID”

so

— (l±t)~(i;°dm+!Ttm ±em+v~)
inBCh — ~ + roTt~,+ k ±em ±v~
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which is ~ invariant to change in legal required reserve ratios r’3 and rT. Thus in models in which

intermediated (bank) credit provides a channel of monetary policy independent of that provided by

monetary aggregates, the adjusted monetary base defined above is not an adequate indicator variable for

the stance of monetary policy.

3.2Adjusting for Reserve Requirement Changes with “Economically Nonbound” Institutions

For periods prior to late 1980, depository institutions are easily separated into two groups based

on their holdings of base money (vault cash and reserve balances). Member banks held vault cash, were

subject to Federal Reserve reserve requirements, and generally held reserve balances at Federal Reserve

Banks. Nonmember banks and thrifts held vault cash and were not eligible to hold reserve balances

directly, although they often held them indirectly through correspondent member banks.

Studies of the adjusted monetary base conducted prior to 1980 generally assumed that member

banks would change their holdings of base money about dollar-for-dollar following a change in Federal

Reserve reserve requirements. During that period, member banks held few excess reserves and most

banks likely faced required reserve ratios sufficiently high to constrain their portfolio allocation

decisions.34 Banking analysts paid little attention to payments issues. It seemed generally to be assumed

that either banks’ reserve balances were more than adequate to service any debits against their reserve

accounts, or the Federal Reserve would supply adequate intra-day credit. Time deposits, with the

exception of large negotiable certificates of deposit, were subject to effective Regulation Q interest rate

ceilings. Banks and the public were likely sufficiently constrained that other multiplier components (such

~ In 1977 required reserve ratios at member banks ranged from a minimum of seven percent on the first two million
of net demand deposits to 16.25 percent on net demand deposits in excess of 400 million dollars. The required
reserve ratio on savings deposits was three percent and the reserve requirements on timedeposits maturing in less
than 180 days were three percent on the first five million dollars and six percent on time deposits in excess of five
million dollars. (Federal Reserve Bulletin, December, 1977, p. A9)
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as the ratio oftime and savings deposits to transaction deposits) were unaffected by changes in legal

reserve requirements ratios on deposits.

Under this regime, the total base money demanded by depositories equaled the sum of required

and excess reserves held by member banks, and vault cash held by other depositories. Since member

banks applied essentially all their vault cash to satisfy reserve requirements and required clearing

balances were approximately zero, excess reserves at member banks equaled the difference between their

reserve balances and the portion of their required reserves not satisfied by vault cash, or

ERM = RBM — (r’~DM+ rTTM — VCM) . Excess reserves for the banking system as a whole equaled the

sum of excess reserves at member banks and vault cash at nonmember banks VCN, and the average

ERM+VCN
aggregate excess reserve ratio was e = eM + VN =

Today’s environment is considerably different. The Monetary Control Act extended reserve

requirements to all depository institutions, reduced to zero required reserves on savings and personal time

deposits, and significantly reduced other reserve requirements on member banks. During December 1990

and January 1991, required reserve ratios on nonpersonal time deposits and Eurodollar liabilities were

reduced to zero for all depository institutions. In April 1992, required reserve ratios on transaction

deposits were reduced to 10 from 12 percent.35 Depository institutions also gained greater freedom to

adjust their mix of reservable and nonreservable deposits during the during the I980s following the end

of Regulation Q ceilings on deposit offering rates.

After the Monetary Control Act, many depository institutions found that their vault cash,

although largely held for retail business reasons, also satisfied their reserve requirements.36 In the

~ In 1995, the required reserve ratio on the first $3.8 million of net transaction deposits is zero (the so-called reserve
exemption amount), and only three percent on the next $51 million (the low reserve tranche). The cutoff for the low
reserve tranche is changed annually.
~ Reserve requirements were increased from zero on all depository institutions which were not member banks. The
full imposition of reserve requirements on these institutions was phased in over the period 1981-87.
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Federal Reserve System, depository institutions that fully satisfy their required reserves with vault cash

are known as “nonbound” institutions; other institutions are known as “bound” institutions. In this

article, we refer to these groups of institutions as L-Nonbound and L-Bound, respectively. Table 2 shows

the percentage distribution ofL-Bound and L-Nonbound depository institutions among depositories

reporting data to the Federal Reserve for selected years from 1981-95. (The rows labeled E-Bound and

E-Nonbound are explained later.) Part A of the table includes only institutions that reported data weekly,

while Part B includes institutions that reported quarterly and annually.~ In mid-1983, after the initial

phase-in of the Monetary Control Act, about 40 percent of the total deposits at weekly reporting

institutions were held in L-nonbound institutions; for all reporting institutions shown in Part B, about 43

percent of deposits were held by L-nonbound institutions. By mid-1989, the proportion of total deposits

held by L-nonbound weekly reporting institutions had fallen to about 18 percent (in Part A), and to about

25 percent for all L-nonbound reporting institutions (Part B). The 1990-91 reduction in reserve

requirements increased the proportion of total deposits at L-Nonbound weekly reporting institutions to

about 27 percent in 1991. We regard L-Nonbound institutions as facing no effective reserve requirement

constraint, in the precise sense that they seem unlikely to change their portfolio mix of assets in response

to a change in reserve requirements. Alternatively stated, the marginal reserve requirement tax rate on

such depository institutions is zero.

The amount of vault cash held by nonbound institutions in excess of reserves required against

their deposits is known as “surplus vault cash”. Surplus vault cash is “surplus” only in the sense that

some part of the bank’s vault cash is not used to satisfy legal reserve requirements. Since these balances

reflect voluntary portfolio choices of the managers of depository institutions, they presumably are the

desired cash holdings for the anticipated transaction of those institutions and are not surplus in any

economic sense of aportfolio disequilibrium. (Surplus vault cash is included in the St. Louis’ adjusted

~ Data for weekly reporters are the first complete reserve maintenance period in July of the specified year. For
quarterly and annual reporters. June data are used.
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monetary base and is also included in the monetary base, not adjusted forreserve requirement changes

and not seasonally adjusted, published by the staff ofthe Board ofGovernors. As noted above, it is

excluded from the monetary base adjusted forchanges in reserve requirements published by the Board

staff.)

Historical data on surplus vault cash is shown in Figure 2. Before 1959, vault cash could not be

used to satisfy reserve requirements and all vault cash was “surplus”. Surplus vault cash decreased

sharply during 1959-60 when Federal Reserve member banks were gradually allowed to apply vault cash

toward satisfying required reserves. The percentage of vault cash eligible to satisfy required reserves

increased linearly at the rate of one-twelfth per month, reaching 100 percent in December 1960. From

1961 to 1981, surplus vault cash equals the vault cash held by nonmember banks and thrift institutions,

since virtually all vault cash at member banks was applied to meet reserve requirements. Surplus vault

cash grew rapidly during the I970s as the fraction of banks who were members of the Federal Reserve

System declined. Although the Monetary Control Actextended reserve requirements to all depository

institutions, the requirements were phased in during 1980-1987. During these years, surplus vault cash

generally declined. In the later 1980s, the average amount of surplus vault cash remained quite constant

but exhibited substantial seasonal fluctuation.

L-Bound institutions, holding vault cash less than or equal to required reserves, also may not be

constrained by legal reserve requirements. Although legally bound in the sense that their required

reserves exceed their vault cash, some of these institutions (particularly smaller institutions) may be

“economically nonbound” in the same sense as institutions that hold surplus vault cash: legal reserve

requirements against deposits may not be an important factor in their portfolio decisions. In this paper,

we denote such economically nonbound institutions as E-Nonbound, and other institutions -- for which

reserve requirements are binding in the traditional sense -- as E-Bound.
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How might the portfolios of“bound” and “nonbound” institutions change when reserve

requirement ratios change? The ordinary business of a depository institution places some restrictions on

its response. Generally, the institution must maintain adequate stocks of vault cash to convert customer

deposits into currency and of reserve balances to make interbank payments. However, both constraints

are somewhat flexible. There is an intraday market in vault cash, at least within larger cities, suggesting

that a bank might request that a customer seeking a large amount of cash wait until later in the day when

adequate currency can be obtained from the Federal Reserve or a correspondent. Some banks require

customers planning to withdraw a significant amount of currency to provide at least one business day’s

notice. It also is not uncommon for ATM machines to run out of currency. For reserve balances, there is a

national secondary market, the federal funds market. For interbank payments, the Federal Reserve may

delay an interbank payment if it exceeds applicable daylight or overnight overdraft limitations. Since a

failure to convert adeposit into currency or to make a requested interbank payment may damage a

customer relationship, a depository cannot be indifferent to the mix of vault cash and reserve balances

that it holds.

In the case of E-Bound institutions, changes in reserve requirements within the range where the

requirement remains an effective constraint should allow aportfolio adjustment of total reserves (total

base money) close to one dollar for each dollar change in required reserves, leaving “excess reserves”

almost unchanged. If all institutions are “economically bound”, then the aggregate excess reserve ratio, e,

should be almost unaffected by the change in reserve requirement ratios. The most famous historical

example of this type of portfolio response is the reaction of member banks to the increases in reserve

requirement ratios in 1936-37. Contrary to the expectations of Federal Reserve officials, major

reductions in the aggregate excess reserve ratio did not follow increases in reserve requirement ratios. 38

Surplus deposits at Federal Reserve Banks -- “excess” in a legal sense -- were an optimal portfolio
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decision by member banks, and were not excess in an economic sense. The reserve requirement ratios of

1935 were effective constraints on the banking system.

In contrast, consider the portfolio response of an “economically nonbound” depository institution

to a change in reserve requirement ratios. The business needs of the institution are the primary

determinant of its holdings ofbase money, not legal reserve ratios. The excess reserves of a nonbound

institution will vary approximately dollar-for-dollarbut in opposite direction to the change in required

reserves, leaving their total reserves largely unaffected.

The behavior of surplus vault cash and required clearing balance contracts followingchanges in

reserve requirement ratios in 1990-9 1 and in 1992 suggest that a substantial proportion of depository

institutions are economically nonbound. Surplus vault cash, shown in Figure 1, increased sharply in

1991 following the reduction in reserve requirement ratios to zero from 3 percent on nonpersonal time

deposits and Eurodollar liabilities, suggesting that at least some depository institutions with surplus vault

cash were economically nonbound during 1990. More dramatic perhaps was the sharp increase in

required clearing balance contracts in 1991, shown in Figure 1, likely due at least in part to replacement

of formerly “required” reserve balances with contractual required clearing balances. The increase in

required clearing balances occurred after several years of stability in the amount of such balances. The

aggregate data are also consistent, at least in part, with the alternative hypothesis that a large part of

contracted clearing balances are held primarily to defray the cost of Federal Reserve priced services.

Clearing balances surged during 1991 and 1992 as an increased supply of high powered money by the

Federal Reserve caused sharp decreases in the federal funds rate, and then fell sharply during 1994 as the

federal funds rate rose.

38 See Friedman and Schwartz(1963), pp.521-34 for a discussion of the changes in reserve requirements and

documentation that the Fed anticipated that the increases in reserve requirement ratios would substantially reduce the
excess reserves of the banking system.
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If E-nonbound institutions represent a significant share ofthe monetary base held by depository

institutions, it is important to separate E-nonbound and E-bound institutions when measuring the RAM

component of the adjusted monetary base because the institutions will respond differently to changes in

reserve requirements. To make the analysis more precise, consider an economy with two distinct groups

of depository institutions, both subject to Federal Reserve reserve requirements. Define economic excess

reserves as ER, = RB, — (r°D,+ rTl — Vç), i = (B,NB), where subscripts denote groups of

economically bound and nonbound institutions, respectively. Economically bound institutions are

assumed to change the amount of high-powered money they demand (relative to reservable deposits)

about dollar-for-dollar when required reserves ratios change. For this group, changes in reserve

requirement ratios leave their excess reserve ratio e8 = approximately unchanged. Economically

nonbound institutions do not change the quantity of high-powered money they hold (relative to

reservable deposits) when reserve requirements change. Their excess reserve ratio eNB = changes

in equal absolute amount but opposite direction to the reserve requirement ratio.

In section 2, we derived the RAM adjustment proposed by Burger and Rasche (prior to the

Monetary Control Act) from a decomposition of the monetary base into the amounts of base money held

by member banks, other depository institutions, and the nonbank public:

MB RB+Cu

=r’~DM+rTTM+kD”+VCN+(VCM+RB—r°DM—rTTM)

=[r’
3
dM+r

T
tM +k+vN+eM}D”

The analysis of this section suggests the usefulness of a similar decomposition between economically

bound and nonbound depository institutions for the period since implementation of the Act. In obvious

notation, the monetary base may be written as
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MB=[r~B±rB’tB +rJ~ffl~NB+ rNBt NB +k+e~+eNB]D

The appropriate RAM for inclusion in the adjusted monetary base is then

RAM=[(r~O—r)öB+(rB~O rB)’EB]D.

Note that this RAIVI includes only deposits at economically bound institutions. In all essential aspects, the

treatment of economically nonbound institutions in this RAM adjustment is analogous to the treatment of

nonmember banks in Burger and Rasche (1977). The adjusted monetary base may be written as

AMB= MB+RAM

+rBOtB ±rI~I~
9
öNB +rNBt NB ±k+eB+eNBJD.

The adjusted monetary base multiplier is

MI 1+k
AMB = (r~°

0~~
+rBOtB +eB)+(rNB~NB +rNB’tNB +eNB)

By assumption, e8 does not change when r0 or r0 changes because E-Bound institutions match

reductions in their required reserves due to changes in statutory reserve requirements about dollar-for-

dollar with reductions in their holdings of base money. In contrast, eNB is assumed to change when r~

or r,~change in such a way that r!.~öNB+ rNB tNB + eNB does not change.

To measure accurately this post-Monetary Control Act RAM, it is necessary to determine the

time-varying fractions of transaction deposits, ö ~ and time deposits, ‘t1 , that are held at E-bound

depository institutions. These measurements cannot be identified in aggregate data, and must be

obtained from data on individual financial institutions. Later in this article we present a statistical

analysis of individual bank data that allows us to develop criteria for separating E-bound and E-

nonbound institutions. Some of the results of that analysis are shown in Figures 3 and 4, and in Table 2.

The estimated number of E-bound depository institutions, shown in Figure 3, fell by 80 percent following
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the 1990-91 reduction in reserve requirements, to about 500 institutions. The proportions of transaction

and nontransaction deposits atE-bound institutions, shown in Figure 4, fell from peaks in 1990 to about

65 and 54 percent, respectively, following the 1990-91 reduction in reserve requirements. (Recall that

the reserve requirement ratio on time and savings deposits was reduced to zero in December 1990.) In

Table 2, the rows labeled “E-Nonbound” and “E-Bound” are asimilar separation of depository

institutions. In 1995, we estimate that only about 2 percent of U.S. depository institutions were E-bound,

or in other words, found statutory reserve requirements to be an important determinant of their business

decisions. Only deposits at these E-bound institutions are included in the new RAM adjustment for the

St. Louis adjusted monetary base; see Anderson and Rasche (1996).

3.3 Time Deposit Ratios and ReserveRequirement Changes

Our discussion of RAM has focused to this point on the direct impact ofchanges in reserve

requirement ratios on the monetary base multiplier. Specifically, earlier in this article we developed the

concept of the adjusted monetary base as a policy indicator by substituting into the total derivative of the

money supply function, dM = in c/MB + MB din, the terms involving dr from the total derivative of

the multiplier din = ... — m dr +‘~~ . This derivation assumes that other ratios included in the
‘.,r+e+k)

multiplier are not affected by changes in the reserve requirement ratios, or that

= = —( ~ ). Our analysis above of economically bound and nonbound banks suggested

dr ~‘r r+e+k

that the excess reserve ratio e might be a function of r fornonbound banks. In this subsection, we

explore whether the time deposit ratio t might also be a function of r.

The end of Regulation Q ceilings on deposit offering rates gave depository institutions, in

principle, the means to adjust their reserve position by changing the mixture of reservable and

nonreservable deposits. In a competitive market, absent legal interest rate ceilings, it seems reasonable to

expect that changes in reserve requirement ratios will affect the rates offered by economically-bound
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institutions on different types of deposits in a competitive market. It furtherseems reasonable that

economic agents decide on how much wealth to hold in the form of time deposits, in part, on the rates of

return offered on time deposits relative to the other assets. If so, competitive pressures may have caused

increases in offering rates on savings and time deposits relative to those on transaction deposits following

the Monetary Control Act. Similarly, the reduction to zero of reserve requirements on nonpersonal time

deposits in January 1991 may have increased offering rates on large negotiable CDs relativeto other

instruments. In both cases, this might have increased the ratio of time deposits to total transaction

deposits at economically bound institutions, ‘t, ,that enters the adjusted monetary base multiplier. ~

Testing for a shift circa 1980 is difficult due to Regulation Q controls. Data from the latter period

(1990-91) suggest, however, that banks likely do not alter offering rates in response to substantial

changes in reserve requirements. The spreads between rates on large negotiable CDs and on Treasury

bills and commercial paper are shown in Figure 5. Although there is considerable variability from week-

to-week, there is no discernible trend. The spread of CD rates over 3 and 6 month Treasury bill rates

fluctuates around 50 basis points; the spread of CD rates to commercial paper rates fluctuates around

zero. Neither has any discernible spikes or shifts at the beginning of 1991 when the reserve requirement

ratio was reduced to zero on nonpersonal time deposits. Hence, we do not include in RAM any

adjustment for potential indirect effects of reserve requirement changes on the multiplier via changes in

the time deposit ratio at economically bound institutions.

4. Mkroeconomic Evidence: Are Banks “Bound” by Reserve Requirements?

In this section, the reactions of commercial banks to the December 1990 - January 1991 and

April 1992 reductions in reserve requirement ratios are examined in an analysis of variance (ANOVA)

~ The multiplier discussed here is for transaction money, Ml. Multipliers for the broader measures of money such
as zero maturity money. MzM, M2 and M3 include additional terms in their numerators which, in a more detailed
analysis. would be shown as components of the time deposit ratio. r. For examples, see Rasche and Johannes (1985).
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framework.4°The analysis seeks to quantify the different reactions of legally bound (L-bound) and

legally nonbound (L-nonbound) banks, of various sizes, to changes in statutory reserve requirements.

The goal of the analysis is to develop a set of criteria that distinguish E-bound from E-nonbound

institutions, consistent with the construction of RAM outlined above.

Officially, the terms bound (L-bound) and nonbound (L-nonbound) describe the reserve position

of an individual depository institution during a specific reserve maintenance period. For tractability in

statistical analysis, it is necessary to classify institutions, over a number of maintenance periods, as being

either of typeL-bound or type L-nonbound. Some small and medium size banks, forexample, tend to

frequently change categories, being L-nonbound in periods when retail cash demands are heavy and L-

bound in others, while larger banks tend to remain consistently in a single category. In our analysis, we

experimented with several criteria for classifying a bank as type L-bound or type L-nonbound, including:

(1) the bank was L-bound during only the later maintenanceperiods in 1992; (2) the bank was L-bound

during only the initial maintenance periods in 1990; and, (3) the bank was L-bound in all maintenance

periods included in our sample. All statistical inferences regarding the reaction of banks to changes in

statutory reserve requirements were robust to reasonable alternative criteria. Parts A and B of Tables 4, 5

and 6 below show comparative results based on cases (I) and (3), respectively.

Our size grouping of banks is broadly consistent with categories used in other banking studies.

Banks classified as L-bound are separated into four size classes-- small, medium, regional and large --

based on net transaction deposits, while L-nonbound banks are separated into only two, small and

medium; there are too few larger nonbound banks for analysis. The Monetary Control Act of 1990

established atiered system of reserve requirements wherein the first $25 million of net transaction

deposits, the “low reserve tranche”, was subject to a 3 percent requirement while larger amounts were

subject to a 12 percent requirement; initially $25 million, the low reserve tranche is indexed to the annual

growth of aggregate transaction deposits. We classify banks in our sample data as “small” if their

~° Because of the unsettled state of the thrift industry during this period, we exclude thrifts from the analysis.
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holdings of net transaction deposits did not exceed the low reserve tranche, or $41.1 million, during any

reserve maintenance period in the second half of 1990.41 We classify banks in the “medium” category if

their average level of net transaction deposits during the second half of 1990 was greater than the low

reserve tranche but less than $135 million, in the “regional” category ifnet transaction deposits averaged

more than $135 million but less than $500 million, and in the “large” category if net transaction deposits

averaged more than $500 million.

Statistical inferences regarding the behavior of banks are robust to reasonable alternatives for

classifying banks into different size groups. The use of the low reserve tranche for delineating small

banks provides an important control in our analysis because the April 1992 change in requirement ratios

affected only banks with transaction deposits above the tranche. Results for the medium and regional

groups are not sensitive to the precise cut-off selected to separate the groups because there are relatively

few banks with net transaction deposits between about $100 to $150 million. The $500 million cut-off

places about 150 banks in our large category, similar to the group of large weekly reporting banks

published by the Federal Reserve.42 The estimated models shown below also are not sensitive to

inclusion or exclusion of banks that acquired other institutions.

Summarizing our results, we find that:

• L-Nonbound banks did not change their holdings of base money (vault cash plus Federal Reserve

deposits), relative to transaction deposits, when re~rverequirements changed in 1990-91 or 1992.

These banks have chosen to hold enough vault cash to fully satisfy their reserve requirements. If

their vault cash holdings are primarily determined by their needs to convert deposits into currency

on request, then their holdings of vault cash will likely be insensitive to changes in statutory reserve

requirements. The amount of Federal Reserve deposits held by these banks (if any), including

~° The Garn-St, Germain Act of 1982 created the reserve exemption amount, which is subject to a zero reserve
requirement. Originally $2.1 million of deposits, it also is indexed. See Anderson and Kavajecz (1994) or the
Federal Reserve System’s Regulation D, Reserve Requirements, for details.
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deposits held to satisfy required clearing balance contracts, is likely determined primarily by the

bank’s decision to purchase services such as check clearing and wire transfer from a Federal Reserve

Bank rather than a correspondent bank. Since these Federal Reserve deposits are not necessary to

satisfy reserve requirements, the quantity should be insensitive to changes in reserve requirements.

• Small L-Bound banks changed their holdings of base money somewhat in response to the 1990-91

reduction from 3 percent to zero of reserve requirements on time and savings deposits, but did not

respond to the 1992 reduction in the reserve requirement ratio to 10 from 12 percent. Small bound

institutions differ primarily from small nonbound institutions (which are excluded from RAM) by

choosing to hold less vault cash relative to transaction deposits than small nonbound institutions,

thereby also choosing to satisfy the remainder of their required reserves with Federal Reserve

deposits. Absent a fully worked out model of bank reserve management, it is difficult to conclude

what this might imply for the institution’s response to changes in reserve requirements. One

possibility perhaps is that if the bank purchases services such as check clearing and wire transfer

from the Federal Reserve rather than acorrespondent, then its holdings of Federal Reserve deposits

might be insensitive to changes in reserve requirements. The 1992 reduction in reserve requirements

affected only net transaction deposits above about $42 million, having (algebraically) no effect on

the required reserves of banks with net transaction deposits subject to only a 3 percent marginal

reserve requirement and only a weak effect on moderate size banks that faced a 12 percent

requirement on only a part of their transaction deposits.

• Larger L-Bound banks responded strongly to the 1990-91 reduction and somewhat less strongly to

the 1992 reduction. For these banks, statutory reserve requirements force holding a level of Federal

Reserve deposits in excess of the amounts necessary for payments-related activities such as check

~ See Table I 27 in the Federal Reserve Bulletin.
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clearing and wire transfer. If reserve requirements are binding for any group of banks, it must be for

these.

Our models seek to estimate the response of banks’ holdings of base money to changes in reserve

requirements. Measuring the amount of base money held by some nonmember institutions is

problematic, however. While all banks in our dataset report their daily holdings of vault cash to the

Federal Reserve, some nonmember banks do not hold Federal Reserve deposits directly in their own

name but rather hold them indirectly via a passthrough contract with a correspondent bank.43 In

addition, some nonmember banks hold Federal Reserve deposits both indirectly through acorrespondent

~ directly in their own account. We increased the Federal Reserve deposits reported by each of these

banks by the difference between its required reserves and its applied vault cash. At the same time, we

reduced each correspondent’s reported Federal Reserve deposits by the amount of its respondents’

required reserves charged against the correspondent’s Federal Reserve account. Given the data reported

by banks to the Federal Reserve, this is the only feasible method for measuring the amount of Federal

Reserve deposits held (indirectly) by banks with passthrough reserve contracts.

Summary statistics for our sample of banks are shown in Table 3. The sample consists of

commercial banks that reported data weekly to the Federal Reserve from mid-1990 through the end of

l992.~Banks without data for all included reserve maintenance periods are omitted, as are banks

involved in mergers or acquisitions.45 The upper panel, Part A, and lower panel, Part B, of the table

° Nonmemberdepository institutions may contract with the Federal Reserve to satisfy their required reserves
(beyond vault cash) with Federal Reserve deposits held by an eligible correspondent institution (a so-called
“passthrough”reserve contract). Nonmember institutions that satisfy required reserves via passthrough contract may
open an additional Federal Reserve account in their own name. Federal Reserve deposits in this second account may
be used to satisfy a required clearing balance contract but may not be used to satisfy required reserves. (Ofcourse,
the funds could be loaned via the federal funds market to the correspondent.)
~ Our sample may underrepresent small depository institutions that are not required to report data weekly to the
Federal Reserve. We assume that virtually all of these institutions likely would be classified as economically
nonbound and excluded from the calculation of RAM. Fora discussion of Federal Reserve data reporting
requirements, see Anderson and Kavajecz (1994).
~ Banks that acquire other depository institutions are permitted under the Federal Reserve’s Regulation D to phase-
out of the benefit of the acquired institution’s low reserve tranche during the following eight quarters. Hence, we
exclude all banks involved in acquisitions from our statistical analysis. All such banks are included in the calculation
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show banks classified as L-bound andL-nonbound via two alternative schemes. In Part A, banks are

classified as L-bound if they were L-bound in 1992 H2, after both the 1990-91 and 1992 reductions in

reserve requirements; banks not classified as L-bound are classified as L-nonbound, even if they were

bound during some reserve maintenance periods in 1990 and 1991. In Part B, banks are classified as L-

bound ifand only if they were L-bound in every reserve maintenance period during 1990 H2, 1991 H2

and 1992 H2; otherwise, they are classified as L-nonbound. Application of the latter criteria reduces the

number of L-bound banks from 1822 in part A to 710 in part B, primarily by pushing banks that are close

to being L-nonbound (or in other words, hold enough vault cash to fully satisfy their required reserves in

some maintenance periods) from the L-bound group in part A into the L-nonbound group in part B.~

Focusing on Part A of Table 3, the 1990-91 reduction in reserve requirements on nonpersonal

time and savings deposits reduced required reserves at small, medium, regional and largebanks by about

44, 19, 17 and 18 percent, respectively, after allowingfor increases in their net transactions deposits. On

average, these banks satisfied about one-halfof their required reserves with vault cash (column 4)~47

Contracted clearing balances increased sharply from 1990 to 1992, about doubling for the smallest banks

and increasing by almost an order of magnitude for large banks.

4.1 A Traditional Fixed Effects ANOVA Model

In Table 4, we present traditional ANOVA fixed-effects regression estimates for the effects of

changes in reserve requirements in 1990-91 and 1992 on the ratio

I vault cash + Federal Reserve deposits 1 . .

?~during the last 13 reserve maintenance periods an 1990, 1991
net transactions deposits j

and 1992, a total of 39 observations on each bank. The model is

of RAM, where we allow for this effect by adjusting the size of the tranche loss adjustment to reflect the tranche in
the base period, January 7, 1991; see Anderson and Rasche (1996).
46 The overall sample size also is smaller in Part B because 13 regional and large L-bound banks in Part A are

reclassified as L-nonbound in Part B. and dropped from the analysis.
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y~jt = ~ + ~ D~(ct~— aN) + ~ (?~~— X 92)D~1+ ~ (‘y~ 113 )D~+~ D~,+
1=1 t=90 j=l

where ~ = the ratio of base money (vault cash plus Federal Reserve deposits) to net transaction

deposits held by bank i in maintenance periodj in year t, (i = 1,..., N), (j=l,...,l3), (t = 90 92).

= 1 for bank i, and =0 otherwise,

D,~1= I in year t, and = 0 otherwise,

= 1 in maintenance period j, and = 0 otherwise,

= I if bank i had a clearing balance contract in maintenance periodj of year t,

and is an assumed i.i.d. disturbance.

The dummy variables D,~’1index the relative position of reserve maintenance periodj within the year,

with the first period in July each year being numbered “1” and the last period of the yearnumbered “13.”

As such, they absorb seasonal fluctuations that may differ in strength across banks. We interpret the

as representing the effects of changes in reserve requirements between 1990, 1991, and 1992, although as

dummy variables they may also pick up other year-specific effects. Estimates presented in Parts A and B

of Table 4 correspond to the banks summarized in Parts A and B of Table 3. Because the estimates are

similar, we discuss only the estimates shown in Part A. Standard errors reported in the table are Huber-

White robust estimates of the regression covariance matrix.

For all groups of banks, the null hypothesis of no significant year effects in the behavior of y~

is rejected. Consider, then, the regression results foreach group of banks:

~ In December 1995, for example, required reserves of all depositories were $56.6 billion, of which $37.5 billion
was satisfied with vault cash (H.3 release, April 25, 1996, Table 2).
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Small L-Bound banks: The model estimates suggest a strong response to the 1990-9 1 reduction in

reserve requirements. To gauge the reasonableness of the estimated regression coefficient, an ex ante

projection of the size of the response of these banks may be calculated from the data in Table 3 under the

null hypothesis that the banks are E-Bound, or in other words, that the banks will reduce their holdings of

base money about dollar-for-dollar with the reduction in their required reserves. About half of the

required reserves of these banks in 1990 was due to net transaction deposits ($620 million) and about

half was due to nontransaction deposits. Each category of deposits was subject to a 3 percent marginal

requirement, suggesting (absent the zero reserve requirement on the reserve exemption amount) that the

reduction to zero of the requirement on nonpersonal time and savings deposits might be expected to

reduce the banks’ average ratio of base money to net transaction deposits by about one-half, relative to its

1990 value of 0.056, or 0.028. The ANOVA effect is (A. ~ — A. 91) = 0.02 1 - 0.001 = 0.02, equal to the

estimated coefficient on the 1990 year dummy less the coefficient on the 1991 yeardummy variable

(both A. ~ andA. ~ are estimated relative to 1992 because D92 is omitted from the regression). The

ANOVA effect is close to the projected value.

The regression coefficient reported for 1991, A. 91’ measures the reaction of small L-bound

banks to the April 1992 reduction in the marginal reserve requirement on net transaction deposits from

12 to 10 percent. Because net transaction deposits at these banks were below the low reserve tranche,

their required reserves were unaffected by the change. The estimated ANOVA effect, 0.0006, is about

zero, as expected.

Medium L-Bound Banks: These results are similar to those for small bound banks. A projection of the

reduction in their ratio of base money to net transaction deposits may be calculated from Table 3 under

the null hypothesis that the banks are E-Bound both before and after the change in the legal requirements.

About three-fourths of the required reserves of these banks were due to net transaction deposits in 1990,
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and their total required reserves averaged about 8.1 percent of their net transaction deposits. Thus,

reducing to zero the reserve requirement on nonpersonal time and savings deposits seems likely to reduce

their overall ratio of required reserves and base money holdings, relative to net transaction deposits, by

about one-fourth.

The estimated effect of the 1990 reduction is (A. ~ — A. ~ )= 0.017 - 0.003 = 0.014, equal again to

the coefficient on the 1990 year dummy less the coefficient on the 1991 year dummy variable. The effect

is economically significant, although smaller in size than adollar-for-dollar reduction in base money

relative to the decrease in reserve requirements.

The effect of the 1992 reduction, while statistically significant with such a large sample, is only

0.003, less than 15 percent of the 0.02 change in the marginal statutory reserve requirement ratio. This

estimate suggests that banks in this size range reduced their holdings of Federal Reserve deposits little, if

at all, in response to the lower reserve requirement. Some evidence is found of adifferential response by

banks that had required clearing balance contracts: banks without such contracts are estimated to have

reduced their holdings of base money more than banks with such contracts. This seems consistent with

our conjecture that required clearing balances are, for some banks at least, a low cost type of excess

reserves. Further, banks with requiredclearing balance contracts likely are purchasing payments-related

services from the Federal Reserve and need sufficient Federal Reserve deposits to avoid overdrafts.

Overall, for the small and medium bound banks, the estimated coefficients for the 1990-91

reduction are economically significant and the coefficients for the 1992 reduction are not. The

insignificance of the latter coefficient for small banks is expected, since their marginal reserve ratio

remained unchanged at 3 percent. While the 1992 year effect for the medium bound banks is statistically

significantly greater than zero, its small size makes it difficult to attribute the effect to changes in the

marginal reserve requirement ratio. This result also might reflect in part the lower federal funds rate that
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prevailed during 1992 relative to 1991. Below, we compare their responses to the responses of similar

legally nonbound banks.

As a result of this analysis, small and medium-size L-Bound depository institutions are assumed

to be E-Bound prior to January 1991 and are included in RAM through December 1990, but are assumed

to be E-nonbound beginning January 1991 and are excluded from RAM. With the exclusion of these

depository institutions, only about 5-1/2 percent of weekly reporting institutions, and 2 percent of all

institutions (see Table 2), are included in the revised RAM adjustment for the St. Louis adjusted

monetary base.

Regional and Large L-Bound Banks: On balance, banks in these groups are estimated to have responded

significantly to both the 1990-91 and 1992 reductions, or in other words, are E-Bound. Required

reserves against net transaction deposits were about 83 percent of these banks required reserves in 1990,

and their ratios of aggregate required reserves to net transaction ~dèpositswere about 12.2 and 13.9

percent, respectively. If the 1990-91 reductions were reflected fully in reduced holdings of base money,

we would project an effect of more than 0.02. The ANOVA effect for regional banks, (A. ~ A. 9J) =

0.032 - 0.013 = 0.019, and for large banks, (A. 90—A. 91) = 0.036 - 0.013 = 0.023, are almost precisely

what would occur if these banks had reduced their holdings of base money dollar-for-dollar with the

reduction in their required reserves.

In contrast, both groups of banks seem to have responded to the April 1992 reduction in reserve

requirements by reducing their holdings of base money less than proportionately. The estimated

coefficients A. 92 for regional and large banks, both 0.013 and 0.013, are statistically significantly greater

than zero and less than the reduction in the marginal statutory requirement of 0.02. Banks with required

clearing balance contracts again are estimated to have reduced their holdings of base money less than

other banks: the estimated coefficients are positive and statistically significant. The lower federal funds
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rate during 1992 likely attenuated the reduction in Federal Reserve deposits that otherwise would have

followed the reduction in reserve requirements. In addition, the smaller size of the estimated coefficient

(relative to the 0.02 reduction) likely reflects some large banks becoming economically-nonbound

following the 1990-9I and 1992 reductions.~

Small and Medium-size L-Nonbound Banks: Estimates for L-Nonbound banks suggest economically

insignificant responses to changes in reserve requirements since 1990. Again, a projection of the

potential effect of the 1990-91 reduction in reserve requirements may be made from the data in Table 3.

Required reserves against nontransaction deposits were about 40 and 30 percent, respectively, of the total

required reserves of these banks in 1990. The average aggregate ratio of required reserves to net

transaction deposits at these banks was 4.1 and 6.2 percent, respectively, suggesting that these banks ratio

of base money to net transaction deposits mightdecrease by as much as 1.8 percent. The ANOVA

effects of the reduction (0.006 for small banks and 0.003 for medium banks) are fairly similar in size and

less than one-third of the projectedchange. Considering the generally lower federal funds rate that

prevailed during this period, it seems difficult to attribute the change in these banks’ holdings of base

money (relative to net transaction deposits) to changes in legal reserve ratios.

Like small and medium L-Bound banks, small and medium L-Nonbound banks did not respond

to the 1992 reduction in the reserve requirement on net transaction deposits. The estimated ANOVA

effects are not economically differentthan zero.

4.2 An ANOVA Model with Idiosyncratic Bank-Year Interactions

The ANOVA model shown above includes a single fixed effect for each bank, a ~,and assumes

that the response of all banks to the changes in statutory reserve requirements is the same, measured by

A. ~ and A. 9l~ Because it seems unlikely that all banks responded in the same way, we estimated a

~ See Feinman (1993) and Hilton, Cohen and Koonmen (1993).
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second ANOVA model that permits idiosyncratic responses by each bank to the yeareffects:

N—I N 91 12

Yjj~.=~+>J~(a(U ~ ~ ig~)DqBtD~~j+~(Y~—‘y13)D,+~D~+Eiii
1=1 1=! t=90 j=i

where is the same as above. This model becomes the same as the previous ANOVA if the bank-year

effects are constrained to be equal for all banks during each year, or in other words,

N~=-A.1, t =90,91. In the ANOVA, the effect of the 1990-91 reduction in reserve

requirements is measured by ~ 1,91= ~— 1~1.92) - 1,91 — i~i.92)~and the effect of the 1992

reduction by ~3i91~ i,92~ Distributions (histograms) of these individual bank year effects are shown in

Figures 6-8. Summary statistics and hypothesis tests for this model are shown in Table 5.~Although

Parts A and B of Table 5 show estimates under alternative L-bound classification criteria, we limit our

discussion to Part A. Figures 6-8 are based on the regressions summarized in Part A of Table 5.

The null hypothesis that there was no change in the behavior of y~,across 1990, 1991 and 1992

is easily rejected by the F-statistics reported in Table 5. The estimated responses of individual small,

medium, regional and large L-bound banks to the 1990-91 reduction in reserve requirement ratios are

shown, respectively, in panels A and C of Figures 6 and 7. The panel titles show the number of estimates

plotted in each panel. On balance, L-bound banks responded by significantly reducing their holdings of

base money: most of the shaded area in each distribution is well to the right of zero (marked by a vertical

line). Substantial variation in the responses of individual banks is evident in the figures, in part because

different banks held different proportions of transaction and nontransaction deposits (recall that the

dependent variable is the ratio of the bank’s base money holdings to its transaction deposits).

~ The ANOVA models are estimated with the GLM and REG procedure in SAS, version 6.11, on an HP Unix
workstation,
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In contrast, the estimated response of L-bound banks to the April 1992 reduction in reserve

requirement ratios, shown in panels B and D of Figures 6 and 7, is more varied. This latter change

reduced the marginal reserve ratio on transaction deposits to 10 from 12 percent, and did not directly

affect small banks. Hence, as expected, the distribution for small L-bound banks (panel B of Figure 6) is

tightly centered about zero. In addition, medium-size L-bound banks (panel D of Figure 6) responded

weakly to the change, most commonly reducing their ratios of base money to transaction deposits by

about half of what would be implied if they had matched the decrease in required reserves dollar-for-

dollar. ~° For regional-size banks (panel B of Figure 7), the ratio fell about 1-1/2 percentage points, close

to what would be projected from their average net transaction deposits of about $280 million (see Table

3). Large L-bound banks (panel D of Figure 7) most commonly reduced their base money holdings by

about the full 2 percentage points.

The ANOVA effects for L-nonbound banks are shown in Figure 8. Because these banks satisfy

their entire statutory reserve requirement with vault cash, we anticipate little reaction to the reductions in

reserve requirement ratios. Although there is some variety in individual bank effects, the distributions of

the effects for the L-nonbound banks generally are symmetric about zero, for both the 1990-91 changes

(panels A and C) and the 1992 change (panels B and D).

4.3 Repeated-Measures Analysis of Variance

The panel, or longitudinal, structureof ourdata requires attention to the implied covariance

structure of the data generating process. Each bank is observed for 13 reserve maintenance periods in

each of 3 years, 1990, 1991 and 1992. As such, it seems unlikely that the disturbances in the above

ANOVA models,C~,,are in fact independent and identically distributed as we assumed. If not, the

~° Medium-size L-bound banks averaged about $80 million in net transaction deposits (see Table 3), the first $3.6
million subject to a zero reserve requirement ratio, the next $38.6 million to a 3 percent ratio and, before the April
1992 reduction, the balance to a 12 percent ratio. Their ratio of base money to net transaction deposits would have
decreased by about a l percentage point if the banks had matched the reduction in their required reserves with a
dollar-for-dollar reduction in their holdings of base money.
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coefficient estimates are unbiased and inefficient, while the estimated covariance matrix is biased and

inconsistent. An appropriate covariance structure likely would be block-diagonal, with a separate block

for each bank.

A test for the responses of depository institutions that is consistent with this covariance structure

may be constructed by viewing the banks as if they were clinical subjects engaged in a laboratory

experiment. It is commonplace in clinical studies to measure certain characteristics of subjects both

“pre-treatment” and “post-treatment”, asking whether the change in the measurement foreach subject,

when averaged across all subjects, is statistically significant. Since there are multiple observations on

each subject, the models are widely referred to as repeated measures models.5’ In these models, the

repeated observations for each subject are treated as multiple time series, and the disturbance is assumed

to be multivariate normal.

In our dataset, we observe the ratio of base money to net transaction deposits for each bank

during 13 reserve maintenance periods in each of three years: 1990, 1991 and 1992. In the repeated

measures ANOVA, the observations foreach year are treated as 13 realizations of a single time series

process; pooled across the three years, the observations are regarded as a multiple time series process

composed of three univariate processes. The data for 1990-91 form a pre- and post-treatment contrast for

the 1990-91 reserve requirement reduction, and the data for 1991-92 form a similar contrast for the April

1992 reduction. Inferences regarding the response of banks in various groups to the reserve requirement

changes are made by testing for the existence of significant interaction effects across years between (and

among) each individual year’s reserve maintenance period effects.

Repeated measures ANOVA results are shown in Table 6 and in Figures 9 and 10. Two tests are

shown in each of Parts A and B in the table. The first is based on an estimated multivariate ANOVA, or

MANOVA, model wherein the dependent variable is the vector [y~90y1,~91y1192]’, the explanatory
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variables are dummy variables representing each reserve maintenance period and the presence of a

required clearing balance contract, and the disturbance vector for each bank is assumed multivariate

normal without any restrictions on its covariance matrix. The value of Wilks’ lambda, a multivariate

analog of more familiar F-tests, suggests rejection of the hypothesis that coefficients on the period

dummy variables are the same in all three equations. The second test shown in the table is based on an

estimated single-equation regression that includes interaction effects between the reserve maintenance

period dummy variables and yeardummy variables for 1990 and 1991 (relative to 1992). The null

hypothesis of no year effects is again strongly rejected. The test statistics shown in Parts A and B of

Table 6 reinforce the inferences obtained from the fixed-effects ANOVAs: L-nonbound banks also were

E-nonbound at the time of the 1990-91 reduction, and larger L-bound institutions responded more

strongly to the reductions than smaller banks.

Our final repeated measures test is graphical, shown in Figures 9 and 10. The test is based on the

differences ~ = y~9,— yq9o and = y~92— y~,91,respectively, wherey~is the ratio ofbase

money (vault cash + Federal Reserve deposits) to net transaction deposits held by depository institution i

in reserve maintenance periodj, j=I,...13, during year4 t=90, 91, 92. Letting denote the mean of

the for maintenance periodj, then under suitable regularity conditions a (ioo — y) percent

confidence interval for the null hypothesis that = 0 is

( f>~(~D.)2 j~ ()2 ~

— ~ /2 (I) , + ~ (1) J where ~ //2 is the [(1 +‘y)/ 2]th quantile of the t

distribution with n-I degrees of freedom. 52 These confidence intervals are plotted as horizontal line

segments in Figures 9 and 10. The length of each line segment shows the width of the confidence

interval, the numbers on the vertical axis index the reserve maintenance period j, and the means D.J are

Si See Crowder and Hand (1990), Diggle, Liang and Zeger (1994), or Davidian and Giltinan (1995). An earlier

reference is Hsiao (1986).
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indicated by the large dots on each line. We show the confidence intervals graphically, rather than

reporting significance levels (p-values) forrejection/acceptance of the null hypothesis of no response to a

change in the reserve requirement ratio, because inferences drawn from agraphical presentation likely

are more robust to deviations of oursample data from the regularity conditions that justify use of the

(asymptotic) t-distribution in construction of the intervals. A graphical presentation also is somewhat

easier to interpret than classical test statistics when between bank, within-group variances are small, as

reflected in the short length of the confidence intervals.

The responses of banks to the 1990-91 reduction in the reserve requirement ratios on nonpersonal

time and savings and on Eurodollar borrowings to zero from 3 percent are shown in Figure 9. The results

are clear: L-bound banks, shown in the second row of the figure, reduced their holdings of base money

relative to net transaction deposits by about -0.02, close to the estimates obtained in the ANOVA models,

while L-nonbound institutions did not respond. Of special interest is the confidence interval for the

change between the 13th maintenance period in 1990 and in 1991. The reduction was phased-in, with

only one-halfof the reduction in force during the final reserve maintenance period of 1990. E-bound

banks would be expected to respond to the phased reduction by displaying a smaller response forthis

13th period than for the other 12 periods. Such a response is distinct for L-bound banks and absent forL-

nonbound banks. We conclude that: (1) L-nonbound depository institutions likely were E-nonbound

before the 1990-91 reduction, and hence should be excluded from RAM; and (2) L-bound institutions

generally were E-bound, and responded as expected to the reduction in requirements.

A corresponding test for the effect of the April 1992 reduction in the marginal reserve

requirement ratio on transaction deposits to 10 from 12 percent is shown in Figure 10. Small and

medium-size L-nonbound and L-bound banks did not respond to the change: their confidence intervals

either include, or are very close to, the origin. Larger L-bound banks reduced their holdings of base

money. On average, the response of these banks was less than the 0.02 reduction in the statutory

52 See for example Mood, Graybill and Boes (1974), p.387.
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requirement, perhaps reflecting the effect of a falling federal funds rate. The less-than-proportionate

response also may signal that the banks were becoming, or had become, E-nonbound. In fact, by the end

of 1992 about half of these banks had required clearing balance contracts voluntarily obligating

themselves to maintain Federal Reserve deposits in excess of amounts necessary to satisfy statutory

reserve requirements. We conclude that by the end of 1992 only a small number of U.S. depository

institutions found statutory reserve requirements to be the primary factor governing their demand forbase

money.

5. Conclusions

The evidence presented in this article suggests that the trend toward lower reserve requirements

since the Monetary Control Acthas significantly reduced the role of legal reserve requirements as a

determinant of depository institutions’ demand for base money. As a result, additional care must be

exercised when combining the effects of changes in reserve requirements with changes in the monetary

base if the adjusted monetary base is to remain interpretable as an index of quantitative monetary policy

actions. In particular, the RAM adjustment included in the St. Louis adjusted monetary base should be

modified to include only economically-bound depository institutions. Both the apparently incomplete

adjustment of depositories to the April 1992 reduction in reserve requirements and the continuing spread

of OCD-based sweep programs suggest that many, if not most, depository institutions may either be

economically nonbound or will become so in the near future.

{Editor’s Note: In September 1996, the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis began publication of new

adjusted monetary base and adjusted reserves series incorporating the changes to the monetary (source)

base and the new RAM adjustment discussed in this paper.
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Table 1

Current and Revised Measures of the M~netaryBase, December 1995

Factors Supplying High-Powered Money Factors Using High-Powered Money: Old Measure of the Monetary Base

(1) Reserve Bank credit
(a) Securities held by the Federal Reserve 387.132
(b) Loans to depository institutions 0.209
(c) Federal Reserve float 1.223
(d) Other Federal Reserve assets 32.212

Total Reserve Bank credit

(2) Gold stock
(3) SDR certificates
(4) US Treasury currency and coin outstanding

Total supply of high-powered money
other than Reserve Bank credit

(5) Total supply of high-powered money 465.952

(6) The Monetary Base: Current Measure
(a) Currency and coin in circulation
(b) Resprve balances of depository institutions

at Federal Reserve Banks ______

Total use as the monetary base

420.776 (7) Uses of high-powered money other than as the monetary base
(a) Treasury cash holdings 0.271
(b) Deposits of other than domestic financial

institutions at Federal Reserve Banks 7.349
(c) Other Federal Reserve liabilities and capital 12.841
(d) Deposits, other than reserve balances, of

domestic financial institutions at Federal Reserve
45.177 Banks, including contractual amount of required

clearing balances 5.002

Total other factors using high-powered money 25.462

Factors Using High-Powered Money: Revised Measure
of the Monetary Base

billions of dollars, not seasonally adjusted

Components may not add to totals due to rounding.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

(8) The Monetary Base: Revised Measure
(a) Currency and coin in circulation
(b) Deposits of financial institutions at Federal

Reserve Banks (revised measure)
Total use as the monetary base

(9) Uses of high-powered money other than as the
(a) Treasury cash
(b) Deposits of other than domestic financial

institutions at Federal Reserve Banks
(c) Other Federal Reserve liabilities and capital

monetary base
0.271

7.349
12.841

11.050
10.168
23.958

419.604

20.402
440.006

41 9.604

25.404
445.008

Total other factors using base money (revised measure) 20.460
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Table 2

Statistics on Legally and Economically Bound and Nonbound Depository Institutions, Selected Years

A. Statistics on Weekly-Reporting Depository Institutions (Federal Reserve FR2900 report)

1983 1985 I 1987 1989 I j 1991 1993 I 1995

Distribution of Number of Weekly-Reporting Depository Institutions, by reserve status (percent of weekly-reporting institutions)

L-Bound 33.7 45.4 47,5 27.4 34.4 30.2
L.Nonbound 66.3 54,6 52.5 72.6 65,6 69.8
E-Bound 33.7 45.4 47.5 5.9 6.0 5.5
E-Nonbound 66.3 54,6 52.5 94.1 94.0 94.5

Distribution of Total Deposits at Weekly-Reporting Depository Institutions, by reserve status (percent of total deposits of weekly reporters)

L-Bound 60,4 70.3 79.3 81.6 72.9 78.2 75.1
L-Nonbound 39.6 29.7 20.7 18,4 27,1 21,8 24.9
E-Bound 60.4 70.3 79,3 81.6 54.8 57.7 56.3
E-Nonbound 39.6 29.7 20.7 18.4 45.2 42.3 43.7

Distribution of Net Transactions Deposits at Weekly-Reporting Institutions, by reserve status (percent of aggregate net transactions deposits of weekly reporters)

L~Bound 74.6 78,9 85.1 86.1 80.0 85.3 82,1
L-Nonbound 25,4 21,1 14.9 13.9 20.0 14.7 17.9
E-Bound 74.6 78.9 85.1 86.1 64.5 67.7 66,6
E-Nonbound 25.4 21.1 14.9 13.9 35.5 32.3 33.4

Distributions of Required Reserves of Weekly-Reporting Depository Institutions, by reserve status (percent of aggregate required reserves of weekly reporters)

L-Bound 92.0 93.0 94.9 95.2 93.1 94,8 91,8
L-Nonbound 8.0 7.0 5.1 4.8 6,9 5,2 8.2
E~Bound 92.0 93,0 94.9 95,2 82.8 83.1 81.2
E-Nonbound 8.0 7.0 5.1 4.8 17.2 16.9 18.8
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Table 2 (con’t)

8. Statistics on the sum of Weekly, Quarterly and Annual Reporting Depository Institutions

1983 1985 I 1987 1989 1991 1993 I I 1995

Distribution of Number of Reporting Depository Institutions, by reserve category (percentage of reporting institutions)

L~Bound 19.1 19.8 22.1 19.8 11,1 14.4 11.7
L-Nonbound 80.9 80.2 77.9 80.2 88.9 85.6 88.3
E-Bound 19.1 19.8 22.1 19.8 2.4 2.5 2.1
E-Nonbound 80.9 80.2 77.9 80.2 97.6 97.5 97.9

Distribution of Total Deposits, by reserve category (percentage of reported total deposits)

L-Bound 56.9 66.8 73.9 75.5 67,1 72.1 69.1
L-Nonbound 43.1 33.2 26.1 24.5 32.9 27.9 30.9
E-Bound 56.9 66.8 73.9 75.5 50.4 53.2 51.8
ENonbound 43.1 33.2 26.1 24.5 49,6 46,8 48.2

Notation: L-Bound denotes legally-bound, L-Nonbound denotes legally nonbound (applied vault cash exceeds required reserves), E-Bound denotes
economically-bound (as defined in this article), E-Nonbound denotes economically-nonbound. All quarterly and annual reporting institutions
are considered as both legally and economically nonbound in the construction of this table.

Source: tabulations by the authors from unpublished Federal Reserve data.
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Table 3

Summary Statistics for Depository Institutions Used in ANOVA

(by reserve status and size, billions of dollars except number of institutions)

A. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1992, and on Size ~n19901

Required Required Required Applied Aggregate Amount of Numberof
Reserves Reserves Clearing Vault Net Base Money Banks

Total Against Net Balances Cash Transaction Held
Transaction (contracted Deposits (Vault Cash

Deposits amount) + Federal
Reserve
Deposits

L-Bound Banks

1990
Small 1.16 0.62 0.11 0.68 24.3 1.37 1139
Medium 2.67 2.04 0.14 1.37 33.0 2.89 512
Regional 3.41 2.81 0.12 1.37 27.4 3.57 122
Large 8.68 7.12 0.10 3.64 61.1 8.86 49

1991
Small 0.72 0.72 0.17 0.61 26.9 1.09 1139
Medium 2.34 2.34 0.20 1.38 35.7 2.64 512
Regional 3.07 3.07 0.16 1.40 29.6 3.28 122
Large 7.41 7.41 0.36 3.57 63.6 7.83 49

1992
Small 0.94 0.94 0.21 0.70 31.8 1.30 1139
Medium 2.56 2.56 0.26 1.47 41.3 2.89 512
Regional 3,06 3.06 0.35 1.43 34.4 3.46 122
Large 7.08 7.08 0.89 3.55 72.4 8.01 49

L-Nonbound Banks

1990
Small 1.45 0.85 0.21 1.33 35.78 2.33 2209
Medium 0.14 0.10 0.02 0.13 2.27 0.19 45

1991
Small 0.93 0.93 0.25 0.93 38.37 2.33 2209
Medium C. 11 0.11 0.02 0.10 2.29 0.18 45

1992
Small 1.08 1.08 0.30 1.08 43.35 2.48 2209
Medium 0.11 0.11 0.02 0.11 2.46 0.20 45

‘Banks are classified based on their legal reserve status in 1992 H2and on their size in 1990 H2. Banks are
classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in one ormore reserve maintenance periods during 1992 H2; if not,
they are classified as L-Nonbound. Banksare classified as small if their net transactions deposits did not exceed the
low reserve tranche ($40.4 million) in any reserve maintenance period during 1990 H2, and are classified as medium
or regional if their average level of net transactions deposits during 1990 H2 did not exceed $125 million or $500
million, respectively. Banks with net transactions deposits averaging more than $500 million during 1990 H2 are
classified as large.
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Table 3 (continued)

B. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1990, 1991 and 1992, and on Size in 19902

Required Required Required Applied Aggregate Amount of Number of
Reserves Reserves Clearing Vault Net Base Money Banks

Total Against Net
Transaction

Deposits

Balances
(contracted

amount)

Cash

~

Transaction
Deposits

Held
(Vault Cash
+ Federal
Reserve
Deposits

L-Bound Banks

1990
Small 0.33 0.14 0.02 0.09 5.5 0.36 236
Medium 1.95 1.52 0.09 0.82 22.5 2.06 316
Regional 3.15 2.61 0.12 1.17 25.3 3.30 114
Large 8.10 6.61 0.09 3.28 56.7 8.26 44

1991
Small 0,18 0.18 0.03 0.09 6.2 0.25 236
Medium 1.73 1.73 0.11 0.85 24,4 1.87 316
Regional 2.86 2.86 0.15 1.22 27.5 3.04 114
Large 6.87 6.87 0.34 3.24 58.9 7.27 44

1992
Small 0.24 0.24 0.04 0.10 7.5 0.32 236
Medium 1.86 1.86 0.15 0.89 28.3 2.05 316
Regional 2.84 2.84 0.34 1.25 31.9 321 114
Large 6.64 6.64 0.86 3.21 67.9 7.53 44

L-Nonbound Banks

1990
Small 2.28 1.32 0.30 1.92 54.6 3.34 3112
Medium 0.86 0.63 0.75 0.67 12.8 1.01 241

1991
Small 1,47 1.47 0.38 1.44 59.0 3.18 3112
Medium 0.72 0.72 0.11 0.63 13.6 0.96 241

1992
Small 1.77 1.77 0.47 1.67 67.7 3.46 3112
Medium 0.81 0.81 0.13 0.69 15.4 1.04 241

~Banks are classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in all reserve maintenance periods in 1990 H2, 1991 H2
and 1992 H2; if not, theyare classified as L-Nonbound. Banks are classified as small if their net transactions
deposits did not exceed the low reserve tranche ($40.4 million) in any reserve maintenance period during 1990 H2,
and are classified as medium or regional if their average level of net transactions deposits during 1990 H2 did not
exceed $125 million or $500 million, respectively. Banks with net transactions deposits averaging more than $500
million during 1990 H2 are classified as large.
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Table 4

ANOVA Model Estimates for Weekly-Reporting Banks

A. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1992 and on Size in 19901
Category _____________________

________________ L-Bound Banks ______________ L-Nonbound Banks
Statistic Small Medium Regional Large Small Medium
F Statistics
(numerator degrees of freedom)
for bank fixed effects 25.9 (1138) 101.3 (511) 72.4 (121) 69.0 (48) 4119.7 (2208) 144.7(44)

p~value(Pr> F) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
for year fixed effect 430.2 (2) 3917.2 (2) 346.4 (2) 1152,5(2) 2781.9 (2) 10.4 (2)

p-value (Pr> F) 0.000 1 0.0001 0.000 1 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

Coefficient Estimates (f-statistic)
Year effects

1990 versus 1992 0.021 (25.9) 0.017 (84.9) 0.032 (26.5) 0.036 (47.9) 0.009 (75.1) 0.003 (4.0)
p-value (Pr> It I) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

1991 versus 1992 0.001 (0.8) 0,003 (17.5) 0.013 (10.5) 0.013 (17.4) 0.003 (30.7) 0.0(0.0)
p-value (Pr> It I) 0.4582 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.9978

Required Clearing Balance 0.004 (2.0) 0.006 (9.4) 0.022 (6.8) 0.015 (11.3) 0.009 (26.9) 0.001 (0.4)
p-value (Pr> It I) 0.0465 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.6756

Summary Statistics
Model degrees of freedom 1153 526 136 63 2223 59
Error degrees of freedom 43267 19441 4621 1847 83927 1695
R-Squared 0.41 0.75 0,67 0.75 0.76 0.79

Banks are classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in one or more reserve maintenance periods during 1992 H2; if not, they are classified as L-
Nonbound. Banks are classified as small if their net transactions deposits did not exceed the low reserve tranche ($40.4 million) in any reserve maintenance
period during 1990 H2, and are classified as medium or regional if their average level of net transactions deposits during 1990 H2did not exceed $125 million or
S50() million, respectively, Banks with net transactions deposits averaging more than $500 million during 1990 H2 are classified as large.
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Table 4 (continued)

B. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1990, 1991 and 1992, and on Size in 19902

L-Bound Banks L-Nonbound Banks
Small Medium Regibnal Large Small Medium

Banks are classified as L-Bouncl if they were legally bound in all 39 reserve maintenance periods in 1990 1-12, 1991 H2 and 1992 H2; if not, they are classified
I Nonhound. Sue critetia are the sante as in the previous lootnote,

Statistic
F Statistics
(numeratordegrees of freedom)
for bank fixed effects

p’value (Pr> F)
for year fixed effect
p-value (Pr> F)

Category

47.4 (235)
0.0001

426.7 (2)
0.000 1

85,6 (315)
0.0001

2786.0 (2)
0.0001

Coefficient Estimates (f-statistic)
Year effects

1990 versus 1992
p-value (Pr> It I)

1991 versus 1992
p-value (Pr> It I)

Required Clearing Balance
p-value (Pr> It I)

73.0 (113)
0.0001

305.9 (2)
0.0001

75.5 (43)
0,0001

1040,7 (2)
0.000 1

0.029 (24.3)
0.0001

-0.002 (1.9)
0.0612

-0.004 (1.1)
0.2631

32.2 (3111)
0.0001

825.9 (2)
0.0001

131.1 (240)
0.0001

965.8 (2)
0.0001

0.019 (70.6)
0.0001
0.004 (14.4)
0.0001
0.006 (6.9)
0.0001

Summary Statistics
Model degrees of freedom
Error degrees of freedom
R’Squared

0.032 (24.6)
0,0001
0.013 (10.0)
0.0001
0.030 (7.4)
0.0001

0.037 (44.8)
0.0001
0.012 (15.5)
0.0001
0.015 (11.3)
0.0001

250
8953

0.57

0.012 (39.0)
0.0001
0.003 (9.7)
0.0001
0.007 (8.8)
0.0001

330
11993

0.73

0.011 (41.6)
0.000 1
0.002 (8.4)
0.0001
0.004 (4.7)
0.0001

128
4317

0.67

58
1657

0.76

3126
118241

0.46

255
9143

0.79
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Table 5

ANOVA Model E~timates for Weekly-Reporting Banks, with Bank*Year Interaction Effects

A. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1992 and on Size in 19901

L-Bourtd Banks L-Nonbound Banks
Small Medium Regional Large Small Medium

l3anks are classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in one or more reserve maintenance periods during 1992 H2; if not, they are classified as L-
Nonbound. Banks are classified as small if uleir net transactions deposits did not exceed the low reserve tranche ($40.4 million) in any reserve maintenance
period during 1990 H2, and are classified as medium or regional if their average level of net transactions deposits during 1990 H2 did not exceed $125 million or
~5OOmillion, respectively. Banks with net transactions deposits averaging more than $500 million during 1990 H2 are classified as large.

Statistic
F Statistics
(numerator degrees of freedom)
for bank fixed effects

p-value (Pr> F)
for bank*year fixed effect

p-value (Pr> F)

Category

42.9 (1138)
0.0001

14.0 (2278)
0.0001

Coefficient Estimates (t-statistic)
Required Clearing Balance

p-value (Pr> It I

269.4 (511)
0.0001

52.7 (1024)
0.0001

126.9 (121)
0.0001

20,3 (244)
0.0001

0.005 (1.3)
0.20

Summary Statistics
Model degrees of freedom
Error degrees of freedom
R- Sq ua red

194.7 (48)
0,0001

100.9 (98)
0.0001

0.010 (12.0)
0.0001

269.0 (2208)
0.0001

27.6 (4418)
0.0001

3429
40991

0.66

0.022 (4.2)
0.0001

298.4 (44)
0.000 1

21 .3 (90)
0.0001

1548
18419

0.91

0.018 (9.2)
0.0001

0.006 (10.9)
0.0001

378
4379
0.82

0.014 (4.1)
0.0001

159
1751
0.92

6639
79511

0.90

147
1607
0.90
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Table 5 (continued)

B. Banks Classified on Leaal Reserve Status in 1990. 1991 and 1992. and on Size in 19902

L-Bound Banks L-Nonbound Banks
Small Medium Regional Large Small Medium

Banks are classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in all 39 reserve maintenance periods in 1990 H2, 1991 H2 and 1992 H2; if not, they are classified
as L-Nonbound. Size criteria are the same as in the previous footnote.

Statistic
F Statistics
(numerator degrees of freedom)
for bank fixed effects

p-value (Pr> F)
for year fixed effect

p-value (Pr> F)

Category

76,8 (235)
0.0001

15.8 (472)
0.0001

Coefficient Estimates (t’statistic)
Required Clearing Balance

p-value (Pr> It I)

236.9 (315)
0.0001

58.8 (632)
0.0001

127.7 (113)
0.0001

20.0 (228)
0.0001

0.007 (1.09)
0.27

Summary Statistics
Model degrees of freedom
Error degrees of freedom
R-Squared

252.0 (43)
0.0001

122.9 (88)
0. 0001

0.008 (8.11)
0.0001

54.6 (3111)
0.0001

14.7 (6224)
0,0001

0.020 (3.1)
0.0018

720
8483
0.75

310.1 (240)
0.0001

36.2 (482)
0.0001

0.0195 (10.4)
0.000 1

960
11363

0.91

0.006 (3.6)
0.0003

354
4091
0.82

0.014 (10.6)
0.0001

144
1571
0.93

9348
112019

0.70

735
8663

0.91
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Table 6

Test Statistics for Repeated Measures ANOVA Models

Null Hypothesis: No Year-Period interaction Effect for 1990, 1991 and 1992

A. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1992 and on Size in 19901

L-Bound Banks L-Nonbound
Banks

Small Medium Regional Large Small Medium

B. Banks Classified on Legal Reserve Status in 1990, 1991 and 1992, and on Size in iggd2

Small Medium Regional Large Small Medium

Banks are classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in one or more reserve maintenance periodsduring

1992 H2; if not, they are classified as L-Nonbound. Banks are classified as small if their net transactions deposits
did notexceed the low reserve tranche ($40.4 million) in any reserve maintenance period during 1990 112, and are
classified as medium orregional if their average level of net transactions deposits during 1990 H2 did not exceed
$125 million or $500 million, respectively. Banks with net transactions deposits averaging more than $500 million
during 1990 H2 are classified as large.
2 Banks are classified as L-Bound if they were legally bound in all 39 reserve maintenance periods in 1990 HZ, 1991
H2 and 1992 HZ, if not. they are classified as L-Nonbound. Size criteria are the same as in the previous footnote.

Statistic

Cateoorv

MANOVA Model
Wilks’ Lambda

Value of statistic
F Value
degrees of freedom
p-value

0.996
2.02
(24, 27310)
0.0023

0.909
25.1
(24, 12262)
0.0001

Univanate ANOVA
F Value
(degrees of freedom)
p-value

0.957
2.67
(24, 2902)
0.0001

0.775
6.52
(24, 1150)
0.0001

1.98
(24, 27312)
0.0029

0.982
20.1
(24. 52990)
0.0001

27.8
(24, 12264)
0.0001

0.924
1.77
(24, 1054)
0.013

1.51
(24, 2904)
0.0543

5.92
(24. 1152)
0.0001

20.45
(24. 52992)
0.0001

Statistic

1.75
(24. 1056)
0.014

Category
L-Bound Banks L-Nonbound

Banks

MANOVA Model
Wilks’ Lambda

Value of statistic
F Value
(degrees of freedom)
p-value

0.982
2.13
(24, 5638)
0.0011

0.891
18.8
(24, 7558)
0.0001

Univatiate ANOVA
F Value
(degrees of freedom)
p-value

0.952
2.84
(24, 2710)
0.0001

0.768
6.05
(24, 1030)
0.0001

2.67
(24, 5640)
0.0001

0.997
4.99
(24, 74662)
0.0001

20.3
(24, 7560)
0.0001

0.942
7.32
(24, 5758)
0.0001

1.52
(24, 2712)
0.0522

6.10
(24,1032)
0.0001

3.62
(24, 74664)
0.0001

7.57
(24, 5760)
0.0001
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APPENDIX 1

MEASURING THE NEW ADJUSTED MONETARY BASE AND RESERVES

The St. Louis adjusted monetary base, adjusted total reserves and adjusted nonborrowed reserves equal,

respectively, the sum of the monetary source base, total reserves, and nonborrowed reserves plus an

appropriate RAM adjustment. The new adjusted monetary base and reserves time series are chain

indexes, created in segments. The beginning and end of segments are demarcated by major changes in the

structure of reserve requirements. Between these dates, the reserve adjustment magnitude, or RAM,

“adjusts” the monetary base for changes in the demand for base money due to changes in statutory

reserve requirement ratios within a given structure of reserve requirements (where the structure defines

the types of deposits that are reservable, perhaps by class or type of depository institution), conditional

on an assumed model of depository institutions’ demand for base money; see Burger and Rasche (1977)

and Anderson and Rasche (I 996a). When there is a major change in the structure of reserve

requirements — such as the extension of reserve requirements to nonmember banks and thrifts under the

Monetary Control Act — the old RAM ends and a new RAM begins. During periods both before and after

the break, for example, the AMB equals the sum of the monetary source base and a RAM — but not the

same RAM before and after the break.

The Adjusted Monetary Base as a Chain Index

The new AMB index is constructed in four segments: January 1936 - December 1972, December

1972 - January 1975, January 1975 - October 1980, and October 1980 to date. The overall AMB for

1936 - date is created by splicing the individual segments at the overlapping months: December 1972,

January 1975, and October 1980. The methodology is described in Tatom (1980).

The major cause of the discontinuity at each break is that the adjacent RAM adjustments

necessarily have different base periods. The new adjusted monetary base presented in this article is built

from four RAMs: RAM11976_72, RAM21972 ~ RAM3,97580, and RAM419809~. Each RAM has a
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different base period, corresponding to aparticular structure of reserve requirements. The statutory

reserve requirements that correspond to the first three are discussed in Tatom (1980). The base period

for the fourth is the set of reserve requirements in effect during the reserve maintenance period ending

January 7, 1991; see Anderson and Rasche (1 996a). Adjacent pairs of RAM are measurable at each

splice date -- December 1972, January 1975, and October 1980— permitting chaining the overall AMB

index.

For the most recent subinterval, from November 1980 - date, the AMB equals the sum of the

monetary base and RAM41980.96. For the period January 1975 - October 1980, the AMB equals the sum

of the monetary base and RAM31975_80, multiplied by the ratio of the adjusted monetary base in October

1980 (including the RAM appropriate to 1980-96) to the adjusted monetary base in October 1980

(including the RAM appropriate to 1975-80). For example, the AMB for September 1980 is

AMBSeptemberI98O = (Monetary BaseSeptember 1980 + RAM3197580 September 1980)

(MonetaryBase~(ObeFl9SO+ RAM419~96October 1980

xl
~ Monetary BaseOCtoberI980 + RAM3197580~10~198Ø

For earlier periods, the AMB is multiplied by more than one ratio. The AMB for July 1974, for example,

equals: MonetaryBase~01~1974 + RAM2197275 July 1974 multiplied by

(Monetary Base33~~~1975+ RAM3197580 Ja~u~1975 x (Monetary BaseOctober 1980 + R ~M41980.96 October 1980

(~ry Basejanua~i97s+ RAIVI21 972-75 January 1975 ) ~ Monetary BaseOctober 1980 + RAM3197~80October 1980

The first ratio chains the 1972-75 data to the 1975-80 data, and the second chains the 1975-80 data to the

1980-96 data.

Growth rates of the current (old) and revised (new) AMB since 1980 are shown in Figure A-I.

Differences between the old and new AMB are evident during the 1981-84 segment of the phase-in of

new reserve requirements under the Monetary Control Act, and during the 1990 recession and later

recovery.
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The RAM Adjustment

RAM11936_72, RAM2 4972-75’ and RAM31975_80 are due to Tatom (1980); see his Appendix 1,

Table 1. We use only the RAM adjustment, not the published adjusted monetary base or adjusted

reserves data shown in Tatom (1980); a different monetary source base, discussed in the next section, is

used to construct the new adjusted monetary base. Tatom’s three RAM adjustments are based,

respectively, on the structures of reserve requirements in effect during 1935, 1972 and 1975.

The new RAM4 presented in this article for dates beginning October 1980 is calculated by the

method described in Anderson and Rasche (1996a). The new RAM is computed from deposit and

reserves data submitted weekly since 1980 to the Federal Reserve by about 12,000 depository

institutions. For each week (through January 1984), or biweekly reserve maintenance period (beginning

February 1984), the calculation proceeds in three steps:

1) First, depository institutions are separated into two groups, based on the statistical research discussed

in this article. The first group includes all economically-bound (E-Bound) institutions, or in other

words, all institutions subject to Federal Reserve reserve requirements whose (i) net transactions

deposits exceed the low reserve tranche, and (ii) required reserves exceed the amount of vault cash

that they may use to satisfy required reserves. Other depositories are placed in the second group, In

addition, for reserve maintenance periods beginning January 8, 1991, depository institutions with net

transactions deposits less than about $135 million are moved from the first group to the second (this

cutoff is indexed to the annual growth in aggregate net transactions deposits).

2) Next, for each institution in the first group, an individual-institution RAM is calculated by

subtracting the institution’s required reserves in that week (or reserve maintenance period) from an

estimate of what the institution’s required reserves would have been if the reserve requirements that

prevailed during the reserve maintenance period ending January 7, 1991 had been in effect. This is
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the Burger-Rasche (1977) adjustment applied to individual institutions, usingthe January 1991 base

period.

3) Finally, the aggregate reserve adjustment magnitude is calculated for each week (or reserve

maintenance period) by summing the individual reserve adjustment magnitudes across all depository

institutions in the first group. Nothing is included in RAM for depositories in the second group.

The old (published by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis through October 1996) and new RAM

adjustments are shown in Figure A-2, beginning in 1981. Note that both series have been normalized to

zero in December 1980; in fact, the new RAM adjustment is about $10 billion smaller than the old

adjustment. The difference in size between the two adjustments is due to the choice of differentbase

periods, and is economically unimportant (the choice of base period is unimportant for most index

numbers). The adjustments differ during the 1980s because the new RAM more carefully separates L-

Bound and L-Nonbound institutions. Majordifferences arise following the 1990-9 1 and 1992 changes in

statutory reserve requirements for the same reason.

The above methods describe the construction of RAM through December 1995 (and, after

benchmark revisions in future years, through December of the last complete calendar year). During the

current year, it is important to measure RAM by a method that is less data-intensive and easier to

implement on a weekly basis. For the current year, beginning January 1996, RAM for each reserve

maintenance period t is calculated as = [~~x NT~] x 0.02 where ~ ~ the estimated proportion

of aggregate net transactions deposits in E-Bound depository institutions at the end of 1995, equal to

0.65, and 0.02 is the difference between the marginal reserve requirement on transactions deposits in

January 1991 (= 0.12) and during 1996 (= 0.10). In early 1997, RAM will be recomputed for 1996 from

data on individual depository institutions and a new proportion ~ ~ calculated.
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The Monetary (Source) Base

For January 1936 - December 1958, the new AMB includes the currently-published (on FRED)

St. Louis monetary source base. Beginning January 1959, the new AMB includes arevised St. Louis

monetary source base equal to the sum of three variables: currency in circulation outside Federal

Reserve Banks and the Treasury; deposits of domestic depository institutions at Federal Reserve Banks;

and float-pricing related as-of adjustments. This measure of the monetary source base corresponds to

line 8 of Table I in Anderson and Rasche (1996a, 1996b). Data are obtained from the Division of

Monetary Affairs at the Federal Reserve Board of Governors; preliminary data are published each week

on the Board’s H.4.1 statistical release. The second item, Federal Reserve deposits, equals the sum of

two items published on the H.4.1: reserve balances and required clearing balance contracts, the latter

shown in afootnote on the first page of the release. The third item, float-pricing related adjustments, is a

small item mandated by the Monetary Control Act’s requirement that the Federal Reserve recover from

depository institutions the value of float generated in check processing; it is included in “service-related

adjustments” in a footnote on the firstpage of the release. (Note that the aggregate amount of reserve

balances shown on the H.4. 1 is defined by Board staff as equal to: the aggregate amount of depository

institutions’ Federal Reserve deposits, minus the aggregate amount of required clearing balance contracts

and service-related adjustments, minus other small unpublished accounting adjustments.)

Seasonal Adjustment

The new monthly AMB is seasonally adjusted with a sliding window Xl 1-ARIMA procedure.

First, an ARIMA model is used to forecast the not seasonally adjusted AMB two years beyond the end of

last full year of data (at the time of this writing, 1995), through December 1997. Then, beginning in

1950 (fluctuations in earlier data seem too unstable to reasonably estimate a seasonal component), the

standard Bureau of the Census Xli filter is applied sequentially to a window of 8 years ofdata, the final

window spanning January 1990 through December 1997. This method permits more time variation in

the estimated seasonal factors than would be obtained by applying XII directly to longer spans of data.
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Such flexibility seems desirable forthe monetary base because atime-series plot of its monthly growth

rates suggests a sharpdecrease in its seasonal amplitude after 1990, perhaps due to heavy exports of

currency.

Seasonal adjustment factors forbiweekly (reserve maintenance period) data are obtained by a

ratio-of-moving-average procedure. In this method, a set of initial estimates of biweekly seasonally-

adjusted levels of the adjusted base is obtained via polynomial interpolation between observations on

seasonally-adjusted monthly levels. An initial set of seasonal adjustment factors are obtained by dividing

actual not-seasonally-adjusted biweekly levels by these initial estimated seasonally-adjusted levels. This

process is iterated to convergence, subject to the restriction that the final seasonally-adjusted biweekly

levels average to the given seasonally-adjusted monthly levels.

ADJUSTED TOTAL RESERVES

Issues in Defining “Total Reserves”ofDepository Institutions

There are two major, alternative economic measurements of “total reserves.”

A. A Definition Motivated by Statutory Reserve Requirements

This narrow definition is “eligible assets ofdepository institutions subject to Federal Reserve

reserve requirements.” “Eligible” here refers to assets that may be used to satisfy statutory reserve

requirement~.against deposits, not be confused with the concept of assets eligible to be used as collateral

for discount window loans. This definition focuses on satisfying statutory reserve requirements; a

depository’s business needs for vault cash and Federal Reserve deposits are not explicitly considered.

Rather, it is assumed that the amounts of vault cash and Federal Reserve deposits held to satisfy statutory

requirements are sufficient to satisfy the depository’s payment needs.

Under this definition, “total reserves” includes:
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1. for dates prior to November 1, 1959: Total Reserves = Federal Reserve deposits held by member

commercial banks. Vault cash was not an eligible asset prior to December 1959; required reserves

were satisfied with Federal Reserve Bank deposits.

2. December 1, 1959 - November 11, 1980: Total Reserves = Federal Reserve deposits held by member

banks plus lagged vault cash of member banks. Only vault cash held by a bank two weeks prior to

the current week was eligible to satisfy reserve requirements. Because the required reserves of

virtually all member banks exceeded their (lagged) vault cash, essentially all lagged vault cash is

included in member bank reserves. The eligibility of vault cash to satisfy statutory required reserves

was phased-in from December 1, 1959 - November 23, 1960; beginning November 24, 1960, all

lagged vault cash was an eligible asset. Vault cash held by nonmember banks and thrifts is not

included.

3. November 1980 - date: Total Reserves = current period vault cash of depository institutions in which

lagged vault cash exceeds required reserves, plus lagged vault cash for depository institutions in

which required reserves exceeds vault cash, plus the reserve balances of all depository institutions.

Reserve balances is defined to equal aggregate Federal Reserve deposits minus aggregate required

clearing balance contracts. The amount of required clearing balance contracts is excluded because, it

is argued, depository institutions regard the Federal Reserve deposits necessary to fulfill those

contracts as unavailable to support the issue of additional deposits or loans.

Published sources for these data are shown in the following table.

Series Sources

Total Reserves, adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements and seasonally adjusted

1) Table 1 of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and
line 1, Table 1.20 of the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

2) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “trarr”

Total Reserves, adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements, not seasonally adjusted

3) Table 3 of the Board’s weekly H,3 release and
line 6 in Table 1.20 of the Federal Reserve
Bulletin. (Not available on the FRED database.)
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Total Reserves, not adjusted forchanges in reserve
requirements, not seasonally adjusted

.

1) Table 2 of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and
line 11, Table 1.20 of the Federal Reserve
Bulletin.

2) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “totresns”

Nonborrowed reserves, adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements, seasonally adjusted

3) Table I of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and
line 2, Table 1.20 of the Federal Reserve Bulletin

4) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “bognonbr”

Excess reserves, not adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements, not seasonally adjusted

5) Table I of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and
line 16, Table 1.20 of the Federal Reserve
Bulletin

6) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “excresns”

Free reserves, adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements, not seasonally adjusted

7) Calculated by this Bank from Board of
Governors’ data, equal to excess reserves minus
the sum of adjustment plus seasonal discount
window borrowing; Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis FRED database, series “nsorbres”

Total discount window borrowing, not seasonally
adjusted -

-

1) Table 1 of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and
line 17, Table 1.20 of the Federal Reserve
Bulletin

2) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “borrow”

Extended credit discount window borrowing, not
seasonally adjusted

3) Table 1 of the Board’s weekly H.3 release and
line 9, Table 1.11 of the Federal Reserve Bulletin

4) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “extendns”

Adjustment plus seasonal discount window borrowing,
not seasonally adjusted

5) Equal to the sum of lines 7 and 8, Table 1.11,
Federal Reserve Bulletin.

6) Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED
database, series “adjborns”

Data Sources: Federal Reserve Board, Aggregate Reserves of Depository Institutions and the Monetary Base (H.3),
weekly statistical release, and Table 1.20 in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, monthly.

B. A Definition Motivated by Depository Institutions as Financial Intermediaries and Sellers of
Payments Services

One implication of the results reported in this article and in Anderson and Rasche (I 996a) is that

broad measures of reserves may be important to modeling the role of depository institutions in the

economy. In addition to satisfying statutory reserve requirements, depository institutions must hold
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sufficient vault cash and Federal Reserve deposits to convert retail customer deposits into currency and

to make interbank payments, on request.

Although reserve requirements have varied significantly since the founding of the Federal

Reserve, it seems inappropriate to analyze the behavior of depository institutions solely from the narrow

viewpoint of assets eligible to satisfy statutory reserve requirements. Consider, for example, the

exclusion of vault cash at nonmember depository institutions from the narrow measure of total reserves

discussed in section A (above) for dates prior to the Monetary Control Act. The monetary aggregates

(Ml, M2 and M3) were extended in 1980 to include deposits at nonmember institutions, but the narrow

definition of total reserves excludes the vault cash held by these institutions to service their deposits.

This argument may be extended to the inclusion of required clearing balance contracts in total reserves:

Federal Reserve deposits are held to service the customer deposits included in the monetary aggregates.

A desire to maintain logical consistency among measures of money and measures of total reserves

suggests that narrow measures of reserves may be incomplete.

The measure of total reserves published by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis includes all the

base money held by domestic depository institutions, equal to the adjusted monetary base minus currency

held by the nonbank public, as explained in this article and in Anderson and Rasche (1996a).

Adjusted Total Reserves

Similar to the AMB, and for the same dates, adjusted total reserves is constructed in four

segments. Within each segment, adjusted total reserves equals the adjusted total reserves component of

the AMB, The overall adjusted total reserves series is built by chaining together the four segments at the

same dates and in the same manner as the AMB,

Despite common practice, adjusted total reserves for dates prior to November 1980 cannot be

obtained by subtracting the currency component of MI from the AMB. Rather, adjusted reserves must
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be calculated from unchained data on the adjusted reserves component ofthe AMB, and then chained as

is the AMB.

Levels and growth rates of the current (old) and new (revised) adjusted total reserves series are

shown in Figures A-3 and A-4, respectively. The difference in level is due primarily to a different choice

of the base period for RAM and is economically unimportant. The new adjusted total reserves series

grows more rapidly than the old series during the phase-in of the Monetary Control Act from 1981-86

and following the 1990-91 and 1992 reductions in reserve requirements. During the former, our RAM

adjustment based on individual institution data likely captures changes in the mix of L-Bound and L-

Nonbound banks better than the old RAM based on aggregate reserve and deposit data. In the latter, our

new measure of the monetary source base captures the significant increase in required clearing balance

contracts that is omitted from the old measure, Finally, our new measure of reserves grows more slowly

after the February 1994 tightening of monetary policy than the old series and more rapidly than the old

series after mid-1995; this difference also is largely due to the omission of the Federal Reserve deposits

used to satisfy required clearing balance contracts from the old measure of the monetary base.

Unadjusted Total Reserves

For dates through December 1958, unadjusted total reserves (the reserves component of the

monetary source base) are unchanged from data previously published by this Bank. For dates beginning

January 1959, unadjusted total reserves is obtained by subtracting the currency component of Ml prom

the monetary source base described above. Measured in this way, total reserves includes all vault cash of

nonmember banks and thrifts prior to the Monetary Control Act.

The RAM Adjustment

The RAM adjustment is the same RAM used for the adjusted monetary base.
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Seasonal Adjustment

Monthly and biweekly data are seasonally adjusted by the same methods used for the adjusted

monetary base.

Adjusted Nonborrowed Reserves

Similar to total reserves, adjusted nonborrowed reserves is constructed in four segments. Within

each segment, adjusted nonborrowed reserves equals nonborrowed reserves plus RAM. The overall

adjusted nonborrowed reserves series is built by chaining together the four segments at the same dates

and in the same manner as the AMB. This procedure is necessary because a correct time series for

adjusted nonborrowed reserves cannot be obtained by subtracting borrowings from chained adjusted

total reserve.

The RAM adjustment is the same RAM used for the adjusted monetary base. Monthly and

biweekly data are seasonally adjusted by the same methods used for the adjusted monetary base.

FRED frequency
Series Title abbreviation of data included in FRB St.

Louis publication:

New Monetary Base and Total Reserves, Available on FRED

Data Series Described in this article

Revised St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base, ambns_r monthly none
not seasonally adjusted

Revised St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base, ambsl_r monthly Monetary Trends
seasonally adjusted

Revised St. Louis Adjusted Total Reserves, aresns_r monthly none
not seasonally adjusted

Revised St. Louis Adjusted Total Reserves, aressl_r monthly Monetary Trends
seasonally adjusted

Revised Monetary (source) Base, sbasens monthly none
not seasonally adjusted

Revised RAM, ram_r monthly none
not seasonally adjusted

Revised St. Louis Total Reserves, resns_r monthly none
not adjusted for changes in reserve
requirements, not seasonally adjusted
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Revised St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base,
seasonally adjusted base_r bi-weekly U.S. Financial Data

Revised St. Louis Adjusted Total Reserves, adjres_r bi-weekly U.S. Financial Data
seasonally adjusted

Data Series on FRED that will be discontinued at the end of 1996

Adjusted St. Louis Monetary Base (old), not ambns monthly none
seasonally adjusted
Adjusted St. Louis Monetary Base (old), seasonally ambsl monthly Monetary Trends
adjusted
Adjusted St. Louis Total Reserves (old), not aresns monthly none
seasonally adjusted
Adjusted St. Louis Total Reserves (old), seasonally aressl monthly Monetary Trends
adjusted
Monetary (source) base (old), not seasonally sbasens monthly none
adjusted
RAM (old), not seasonally adjusted ram monthly none

Data Series on FRED that are discontinued as of October 10, 1996 (data will not be updated or
extended)

Adjusted Fed Credit, nsa afcns monthly none
Adjusted Fed Credit, sa afcsl monthly none
Adjusted Fed Credit, sa afedcr weekly none
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APPENDIX 2

FEDERAL RESERVE ACCOUNTING RULES APPLICABLE
TO REQUIRED CLEARING BALANCE CONTRACTS

Why are Required Clearing Balances a Reserve Management Tool?

In this appendix, we summarize some of the accounting rules facing institutions with and

without contracted clearing balances.1 Our purpose is expository, focusing on the ways in which

the accounting practices encourage depositories to utilize required clearing balance contracts as a

form of reserve management.

The Federal Reserve deposits held to satisfy a required clearing balance contract are a

buffer stock for the depository. Federal Reserve accounting rules first apply a depository’s

Federal Reserve deposits toward satisfying its statutory reserve requirements. (If the depository

is L-Nonbound, or in other words satisfies its statutory requirements with vault cash, this amount

is zero.) Within the bounds of its required clearing balance contract, remaining Federal Reserve

deposits accumulate earnings credits that may be used to pay for Federal Reserve priced services.

If after application of its Federal Reserve deposits to satisfy required reserves the depository

institution has a deficiency relative to the amount of its required clearing balance contract, the

institution is penalized at a 2 or 4 percent annual rate, depending on the size of the deficiency.

The deficiency is not recorded as a loan or as an advance to the depository institution. This

aspect of the accounting rules — the ability to implicitly borrow reserve balances at a2 or 4

Depository institutions include commercial banks, savings banks, savings and loan associations, and credit

unions. Many other institutions hold accounts atFederal Reserve Banks, including Edge Act and Agreement
corporations, bankers’ banks, branches and agencies of foreign banks, credit card banks, nonbank banks,
limited purpose trust companies and industrial banks. We exclude all these latter institutions from our
analysis. Federal Home Loan Banks are permitted to open clearing and/or passthrough deposit accounts ata
Reserve Bank if they provide services for depository institutions in that District. In our analysis, we
attribute all such reserve deposits held by Federal Home Loan Banks back to their beneficial owners and
exclude the Home Loan Banks from further consideration.
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percent rate without incurring the discomfort of borrowing atthe discount window — endows the

required clearing balance contract with characteristics of areserve management tool.

Required Reserves Against Deposits

Reserve Balance Accounts

Reserve balances are defined by Federal Reserve Board staff as equal to a depository’s

gross Federal Reserve deposits less the amount of its required clearing balance contract, if any.

All member banks must maintain an individual reserve account at a Federal Reserve Bank; other

depository institutions that are required to hold reserves against deposit or other liabilities may

either maintain their own reserve balance account or arrange a passthrough contract with an

approved correspondent.2 Under a passthrough contract, the amount of reserve balances that a

Bound respondent institution must maintain to satisfy its reserve requirement (beyond its vault

cash) is charged against its correspondent’s reserve account. A correspondent may open a

separate account to hold the reserve balances of respondents or may commingle respondent

balances in the correspondent’s reserve account. The correspondent does not submit to the

Federal Reserve data on the amount of reserve balances that it holds for the benefit of each

respondent bank. In our work, as explained above, we attribute all excess reserves in a

correspondent’s reserve account to the correspondent.

RequiredReserve Accounting Without a Required Clearing Balance Contract

Most depository institutions calculate their level of required reserves from their average

daily levels of its liabilities during a 14-day reserve computation period that begins on Tuesday

and ends on the second following Monday. (Small institutions that report quarterly and annually

calculate required reserves from one week of data; the amount is held constant until the next

2 Only correspondents approved by the Board of Governors may be used. In addition to some depository

institutions, these include special purpose institutions such as the Federal Home Loan Banks and the
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reporting date.) Depositories satisfy the requirement during a 14-day reserve maintenance

period. The reserve maintenance period begins two days after the beginning of the current

reserve computation period (on Thursday, rather than Tuesday). For background, see Anderson

and Kavajecz (1994).

An institution may satisfy its reserve requirement in two parts. First, the average amount

of vault cash held during the reserve computation period that ended just prior to the current

reserve computation period is applied toward its requirement.3 If required reserves are less than

this “applied vault cash”, the depository is legally nonbound (L-Nonbound) and is not required to

hold Federal Reserve deposits to satisfy statutory reserve requirements. If the level of the

depository’s required reserves exceeds the amount of its applied vault cash, then the depository is

legally bound (L-Bound) and must satisfy the remainder of its requirement by holding Federal

Reserve deposits either in its own Federal Reserve account (without a passthrough contract) or in

a correspondent’s reserve account (if it has apassthrough contract).

If a depository is deficient (fails to satisfy) its required reserves over a reserve

maintenance period, the depository is charged a penalty at a rate equal to the lowest discount rate

in effect on the first day of that calendar month plus 2 percentage points. It also may be subject

to various administrative actions and counseling. Recall that because the institution’s Federal

Reserve deposits are applied first to satisfying its statutory required reserves, satisfaction of its

required reserves is unaffected by whether the institution has signed a required clearing balance

contract.

National Credit Union Central Liquidity Facility that otherwise would not hold reserve balance accounts at
Federal Reserve Banks.
~This has differed through time. Prior to 1992, applied vault cash was based on vault cash held during the
reserve computation period two, notone, period prior to the current period.
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Clearing Balance Requirements

Required Clearing Balance Accounts

Depository institutions may voluntary sign a required clearing balance contract with a

Federal Reserve Bank. The accounting rules differ for depository institutions with and without

passthrough reserve contracts.

If the depository satisfies its statutory required reserves with a passthrough contract, the

Federal Reserve deposits necessary to satisfy the contract will be maintained in a separate

reserve clearing account. The smallest clearing balance contract usually permitted is $25,000.

Funds held in this account are treated separately for accounting purposes from any funds held by

a correspondent for the benefit of the respondent depository. The clearing account provides the

respondent access to Federal Reserve priced services such as wire transfers and check processing

in addition to services purchased by the respondent from a correspondent. (Some smaller

depositories apparently maintain a Federal Reserve deposit account as a reserve clearing

accounts to assure some degree of independence from their correspondent.)

If the institution does not have apassthrough contract, the Federal Reserve deposits

necessary to satisfy the clearing balance contract are held in the same Federal Reserve account as

funds necessary to satisfy statutory reserve requirements. If the depository fully satisfies its

statutory reserve requirements with vault cash (or in other words is L-Nonbound), then the

depository need maintain no Federal Reserve deposits except those necessary to satisfy its

required clearing balance contract and/or to avoid overnight and over-the-limit daylight

overdrafts.

A Federal Reserve Bank may impose a clearing balance requirement on an institution

with a poor account management record.
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Generally, depositories are discouraged from changing the amounts of required clearing

balance contracts more often than once amonth.

Required Clearing Balance Accounting

For depositories with a passthrough contract, the average amount of funds in its clearing

account during areserve maintenance period is its maintained clearing balance. For a bank

without a passthrough contract, the maintained balance equals the average amount in its reserve

account during the reserve maintenance period minus any part of the reserve balance applied to

satisfy required reserves.

A depository with a contracted clearing balance requirement has a clearing balance band

centered around the contracted clearing balance. The band equals the greater of ±$25,000 or ±2

percent of the contracted clearing balance. The band affects both the amount of earnings credits

received and the depository’s ability to carryover excess reserve balances to the next

maintenance period.

Depositories accumulate earnings credits on the maintained balance. Credits may only

be used to pay for Federal Reserve priced services.4 They may not be transferred, converted to

cash, or used to pay Federal Reserve penalties. Credits expire 52 weeks after being earned. The

credits are accumulated in the same manner as if interest were being earned on the maintained

balance.

The earnings credit rate varies with the institution’s marginal reserve requirement on

transactions deposits. Depositories that face marginal reserve requirements on transactions

deposits of zero, 3 and 10 percent accumulate credits at 90, 93 and 100 percent of the weekly

~These include charges for provision (but not delivery of) currency and coin, check clearing and collection.
electronic funds transfer, securities transactions, automated clearing house payments, Federal Reserve float,
and various electronic access fees for Federal Reserve services.
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average federal funds rate, respectively.5 If the maintained balance falls within the depository’s

clearing balance band, earnings credits are paid on the maintained balance. No credits are earned

on any portion of the maintained balance greater than the upper bound of the clearing balance

band, but the excess may be carried over to the next reserve maintenance period up to a

maximum of 4 percent of the sum of the bank’s reserve and clearing balance requirements minus

the greater of $25,000 or 2 percent of its contracted clearing balance requirement.

If the maintained balance is less than the lower bound of the clearing balance band, the

institution is considered to be deficient. The depository may carry forward into next period all or

part of the deficiency, up to a maximum of 4 percent of the sum of its reserve and clearing

balance requirements minus the greater of $25,000 or 2 percent of its contracted clearing balance

requirement. Any remaining deficiency below the lower bound of the clearing balance band but

greater than 80 percent of the contracted clearing balance requirement is assessed a penalty at a 2

percent annual rate. The penalty increases to a4 percent annual rate on any shortfall below 80

percent of the contracted amount. A deficiency greater than the entire contracted clearing

balance requirement is a deficiency on required reserves for an L-Bound institution, and is

penalized at the discount rate plus 2 percentage points. Any part of a deficiency carried over to

the next maintenanceperiod but not offset by adequate surplus reserves during that period is

charged penalties as if they had not been carried over. Penalties must be paid in cash, not in

earnings credits.

~A bank may face a marginal reserve requirement of zero either because it falls within the reserve
exemption amount (and hence is a very small bank) or because it satisfies its reserve requirement fully with
vault cash (is “nonbound” in Federal Reserve jargon). A bank will face a marginal requirement of 3 percent
if it falls within the low reserve tranche (has less than approximately $50 million in reservable deposits) and
does not hold enough vault cash to fully satisfy its reserve requirement. These percentages arise because
clearing balances held by a respondent at a correspondent bank are classified as “due from banks” in the
Federal Reserve’s accountingsystem and are deductible from the total amount of deposits against which
the respondent must maintain required reserves. Clearing balances at Federal Reserve Banks are not so
deductible, See Stevens (1993) for further details.
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Carryover of Reserve Surpluses and Deficiencies, with and without contracted reserve

clearing balances

Depositories with passthrough reserve contracts are not permitted to carry over reserve

deficiencies or surpluses to the next maintenance period, regardless of whether they maintain a

clearing account. Depositories without passthrough contracts that do not have contracted

clearing balance requirements may carry over reserve surpluses and deficiencies up to 4 percent

of their required reserves. Depositories with contracted clearing balance requirements may carry

over surpluses and deficiencies in excess of the upper and lower bounds, respectively, of their

clearing balance band. The canyover is limited to 4 percent of the sum of their reserve and

clearing balance requirements minus the greater of either $25,000 or 2 percent of the clearing

balance requirement.

Payments-Related Reserve Balance Requirements

As we note in the manuscript above, published measures of the monetary base and

depository institution reserves include only end-of-day, close-of-business levels of Federal

Reserve deposits. An important additional source of Federal Reserve deposits used by

depositories for interbank payments is daylight overdrafts on their Federal Reserve deposit

accounts. During 1995, daylight overdrafts related to wire transfer, check clearing and other

interbank p2vments activity averaged about $22 billion per day; see Richards (1995).

Banks may incur daylight overdrafts at Federal Reserve Banks up to anet debit cap.

Well-capitalized banks may self-select their desired cap, as a percent of risk-based determined by

well capitalized banks, and is set by the Federal Reserve Bank for less well capitalized banks.

The Federal Reserve monitors the status of each bank’s reserve or clearing account at

one minute intervals during the day, and may reject Fedwire transfer requests for institutions

deemed to present special risks or for transactions that exceed an institution’s net debit cap,
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In April 1994, the Federal Reserve began charging fordaylight overdrafts. The rate charged is

currently 15 basis points, quoted on a 24-hour day, and is applied to a bank’s average overdrafts

(sampled every minute) incurred in their Federal Reserve accounts during the 10 hours per day

that Fedwire operates.

Overnight overdrafts are generally not permitted, and may cause the bank to receive

special Federal Reserve counseling on management of its reserve account. Overnight overdrafts

are penalized at the greater of (i) the effective federal funds rate on the date the overdraft

occurred plus 2 percentage points, or (ii) a ten percent annual rate. The minimum charge is $100.

Charges may be increased if the number of overdrafts is judged excessive. Charges for

overdrafts of less than $10,000 will normally be waived unless the number of overdrafts has been

judged excessive by Reserve Bank staff.
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APPENDIX 3

RETAIL DEPOSIT SWEEP PROGRAMS AND THE MONETARY BASE

“Old” versus “New” Sweep Programs

During the last 30 years, the term “sweep program” has been used as a label for two

distinctly different types of deposit and reserve management programs. Because recently

developed (since January 1994) retail sweep programs differ significantly from the sweep

programs developed during the 1960s, it is essential that they not be confused:

During the 1960s, some banks began moving funds late in the day, typically for larger

business customers, from demand deposits into overnight investments including money

market mutual funds, overnight Eurodollar deposits and overnight repurchase agreements.

These sweep programs were driven by two forces: banks were legally prohibited from

payingexplicit interest on demand deposits, and demand deposits were subject to relatively

high marginal statutory reserve requirements. See for example Stigum (1990), chapter 6.

• Since January 1994, some depository institutions have reclassified, late in the day, some

retail transaction deposits (ATS/NOW and demand deposits) as money market deposit

accounts (MMDA). These sweep programs have been driven entirely by reserve avoidance:

MMDA accounts are classified for reserve requirement purposes as saving deposits and

hence have a zero required reserve ratio.1 The zero reserve requirement applies only if no

The Garn-St. German Act created the MMDA deposit. Section 327 of the Act reads:
Section 204 of the Depository Institutions Deregulation Act of 1980(12 U.S.C. 3503) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following:
“(c)(l)The Committee shall issue a regulation authorizing a new deposit account, effective not later than 60
days after the date of enactment of this subsection, Such account shall be directly equivalent to and
competitive with money market mutual funds registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission under
the Investment Company Act of 1940.
“(2) No limitation on the maximum rate or ratesof interest payable on deposit accounts shall apply to the
account authorized by this subsection.
“(3) For purposes of section 19(b) of the Federal Reserve Act, accounts established pursuant to this
subsection which are not ‘transactions accounts’ as defined by thereserve requirement regulations of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System as those regulations existed on August 1, 1982, shall not
be subject to transaction account reserves, even though no minimum maturity it required, and even though up
to three preauthorized or automatic transfers and three transfers to third partiesare permitted monthly.”
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more than six transfers per month are made from the MMDA to a transaction account; as a

result, the most common types of sweep programs reclassify transactions deposits as MMDA

just before the close of business on Friday and reverse that reclassification at the opening of

business on Monday. (For reserve accounting, Friday’s close of business deposit level

counts as three days — Friday, Saturday and Sunday.)

The Motivation for Recent Sweep Programs

Recent sweep programs likely have several motivations.

• By implementing a sweep program, most L-Bound depository institutions are able to reduce

their required reserves — based solely on close-of-business levels of transactions deposits —

below the amount of their vault cash and thereby become L-Nonbound. (Recall that reserve

requirements on liabilitiesother than transaction deposits were reduced to zero in December

1990.) As a result, these institutions no longer have to manage their Federal Reserve deposit

account so as to satisfy statutory reserve requirements over 14-day reserve maintenance

periods. If the depository’s optimal amount of vault cash is unaffected by the sweep program

(which seems reasonable), then the economic effect is the same as if the Federal Reserve and

the Congress had abolished statutory reserve requirements: the requirements no longer are a

factor in the depository’s decision making and the reserve requirement tax on the institution

is zero.

• Although most L-Bound depositories sharply reduce their Federal Reserve deposits as they

become L-Nonbound following implementation of a sweep program, the size of the reduction

usually is less than the reduction in their required reserves. L-Nonbound institutions must

manage their Federal Reserve deposits based on their payments activity, including wire
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transfers and check clearing. If all receipts and debits to the institution’s Federal Reserve

account were perfectly predictable, then the institution would have no incentive to hold a

nonzero balance overnight in aFederal Reserve deposit. In fact, the timing of payments is

uncertain, some are likely to occur late in the day, and overnight balances are necessary to

avoid close-of-business (overnight) overdrafts. The institution might choose to offset the

cost of holding overnight Federal Reserve deposits by signing a required clearing balance

contract. In this way, Federal Reserve deposits formerly used to satisfy statutory reserve

requirements can be used to defray the costof Federal Reserve priced services.

• Daylightoverdrafts provide an alternative to maintaining larger close-of-business deposit

balances. Federal Reserve charges for daylight credit are small.

Implications for Measuring the Adjusted Monetary Base and Adjusted Reserves

Effect on the Monetary Source Base

The spread of retail transaction deposit sweep programs since January 1994 reinforces

the importance of broadening the definition of the St. Louis monetary source base to include all

Federal Reserve deposits. The distortion to the previous measure is evident: a depository that

implements a sweep program and subsequently re-labels its Federal Reserve deposit as held to

satisfy a required clearing balance contract rather than to satisfy statutory required reserves

would cause the old measure of the monetary source base to decrease by the amount of the

required clearing balance contract even ~fthe institution did not, in fact, reduce its Federal

Reserve deposits. (Note that the Board of Governors’ adjusted monetary base continues to

exclude the amount of required clearing balance contracts, and hence is affected by this

distortion.)

The amounts of Federal Reserve deposits included in the new St. Louis source base and

the amounts that would have been included ifwe continued our previous practice of excluding
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required clearing balance contracts are shown in the upper two panels of Figure A-S (which is

the same as Figure 1 above). The difference is small until the December 1990 reserve

requirement reduction, and decreases sharply following the January 1994 increase in the federal

funds rate target. The difference grows rapidly, even with the federal funds rate constant,

beginning mid-1995 as the spread of sweep programs accelerates. Sweeps program jumped from

about $14 billion in May 1995 to about $150 billion in October 1996, while the difference

between the two Federal Reserve deposit measures (essentially required clearing balance

contracts) increased by about $2 billion. These changes are consistent with Kohn’ s (1996)

estimate that about one-sixth of the aggregate potential decrease in Federal Reserve deposits due

to sweep programs has been reflected in larger required clearing balance contracts.

Effect on RAM

The new RAM adjustment presented in this paper includes only E-Bound depository

institutions, defined as those depository institutions whose holdings of base money in each

reserve maintenance period, relative to deposits, likely has been affected by the difference

between that period’s reserve requirements and those that prevailed during a selected base

period in January 1991. Our statistical analysis suggests that the April 1992 cut in the marginal

statutory reserve requirement ratio on transactions deposits reduced this number to about 400

institutions. We suspect that many, and perhaps most, of these institutions that have

implemented sweep programs are now L-Nonbound and hence E-Nonbound.

The spread of sweep programs has two partially-offsetting effects on aggregate RAM.

For an individual institution, the sweep program increases RAM; recall that RAM during each

reserve maintenance period equals an estimate of what the institution’s required reserves would

have been in January 1991 (absent the sweep program) minus the institution’s actual required
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reserves. At the same time, however, the program’s implementation may cause the institution to

become L-Nonbound and hence omitted from RAM.

Our current RAM incorporates these effects only through December 1995. As explained

in the main text and in Appendix I above, RAM through December 1995 has been calculated

from data on individual banks. For the current year, beginning January 1996, RAM is calculated

as RAM1 = [~8x N1 0.02 where ~ ~= 0.65 is the estimated proportion of aggregate net

transactions deposits in E-Bound depository institutions at the end of 1995, and 0.02 is the

difference between the marginal reserve requirement on transactions deposits in January 1991

(= 0.12) and during 1996 (= 0.10). The full effect of sweep programs implemented during 1996

will not be included in RAM until January 1997, when we revise and benchmark the series for

1996 data. Preliminary estimates through 1996 Q3 suggest that the numberof E-Bound

institutions has fallen to about 200 from about 400 at the end of 1995, and that ~5B has fallen to

about 0.40 from 0.65. We expect that by early 1997 all depository institutions in the United

States will be E-Nonbound, either because they have become L-Nonbound or because some

aspect of their business makes it unattractive to implement a sweep program. If so, RAM will

become zero.
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FigureA-5

New and Old Measures of Federal Reserve Deposits
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